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MOTTOS 
 
“Reality can destroy the dream. Why shouldn’t the dream destroy the reality?” 
(George Moore) 
 
“Always go with your passion. Never ask yourself whether it is realistic or not.” 
(Deepak Copra) 
 
 “Don’t stop dreaming just because you had a nightmare.”  
(Anonymous) 
 
 “If your dreams don’t scare you, they’re not big enough.” 
(Anonymous) 
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SWEARING IN MILLER’S DEADPOOL: A SOCIOLINGUISTIC STUDY 
 
Adelia Januarto 
13211144009 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Swearing in Miller’s Deadpool is problematized in its home country, i.e. the 
United States, due to its excessive occurrences. For this reason, this study aims at 1) 
identifying and delineating the types of swearing which illuminates the uses of swearing, 
and 2) revealing the motivational factors which explain why the characters utilize such 
swearing.  
The principles of sociolinguistics on swearing serve as both the theoretical and 
methodological underpinning. Furthermore, as this research sought to explain a social 
phenomenon which was manifested in language, qualitative method was considered as 
the most appropriate approach to analyze the available data. Additionally, since this 
research was concerned with language, the linguistic units were in the form of 
morphemes, words, and phrases considering that the linguistic units of swear words are 
various, while the context of the data was monologues or dialogues. Those data were 
obtained from a web annotator, gathered with a data sheet, and analyzed with qualitative 
content analysis. To check the credibility of the analysis, investigator triangulation was 
applied.  
The findings of the study suggest that six categories of swearing are found in the 
movie, i.e. emphatic swearing, abusive swearing, idiomatic swearing, cathartic swearing, 
dysphemistic swearing, and humorous swearing. In addition, there are only seven out of 
nine motivational factors for swearing revealed: anger/tension-release, emphasis, part of 
personality, story-telling, intimacy, vulnerability, and a way to shock. The two motives 
are not found because there is no single utterance portraying swearing which is done 
unconsciously and practiced as influenced by social pressure. Moreover, three new 
motives emerge from the data, namely aversion, pain, and surprise.  
 
Keywords: swearing, Miller’s Deadpool, sociolinguistics, the United States 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This thesis is a qualitative analysis of swearing practices in Miller’s Deadpool 
from the perspective of sociolinguistics. Swearing is a significant topic in 
sociolinguistics because it shows a link between language and society in terms of 
propriety of language. The aims of this study are to explore types and motivational 
factors of swearing in the motion picture. In relation to the theoretical framework, 
Andersson and Trudgill’s (1990) and Pinker’s (2007) theories on types of swearing are 
deployed to observe and explain the types of swearing, and to examine the motivational 
factors, the researcher adopts Stapleton’s (2003) reasons for swearing.  
This chapter specifically explores the background of the research as the 
researcher’s reason for conducting the research on swearing, research focus for limiting 
the scope of the study, problem formulation, objectives, and the benefits of conducting 
the research respectively.  
A. Background of the Study 
Swearing (e.g. fuck, shit, hell, tits, piss, and cunt) as the realization of a tabooed 
act practice is a unique, yet a controversial linguistic phenomenon (Wang, 2013: 71; 
Hughes, 2006: xv). Its uniqueness is situated on its versatility which enables an 
expression to have various meanings regarding to its function. Swearing fuck, for 
example, can function as an indication of anger, emphasis, or offense; swearing shit 
can be used to express misfortune, dislike, or surprise; swearing hell can function as an 
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emphatic marker or a disappointment. Each expression for swearing used in a different 
setting, thus, will demand a different interpretation. Furthermore, with regard to its 
controversy, the realization of swearing is also problematic due to being restricted in 
media regardless its positive effects (e.g. physical/psychological pain-release, 
emphasis, or humor). 
Swearing in media (e.g. televisions, books, motion pictures, or radios) is 
actually not new, but its existence is still problematic. Swearing is problematic because 
its existence in the past was not as prevalent as it is now. Preston (2008) states that 
swearing in media nowadays has become more normal than before, and the normality 
of swearing in media becomes a public concern because people worry that swearing 
can influence moral degradation (Farkas, Duffet, and Collins via Kaye and Sapolsky, 
2004: 911). Such fear of moral degradation creates swearing problematized in media 
which one of them is in movies.  
A motion picture which is problematized for the existence of swearing is 
Miller’s Deadpool (2016). Deadpool is a recent issue related to language which gains 
a controversy because the censorship boards of China and Uzbekistan problematize 
one of aspects which is the existence of excessive foul language in Deadpool (Lughrey, 
2016; Siegel, 2016). They decided to prohibit screenings of the blockbuster film in their 
cinemas. Such restriction from the censorship boards is therefore financially 
disadvantageous for Marvel Studios’ revenue, regarding China is the second biggest 
market for movies across the globe according to Cureton (2016). On the other hand, 
unlike China and Uzbekistan which deemed to ban the motion picture, the United 
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States’ censorship board passed Deadpool although it belongs to R-rated movie which 
is acceptable for adult watchers because of its adult contents.  
Even though Deadpool’s screenings are officially permissible in the United 
States, Deadpool is not totally well-accepted by American parents. As reported by 
Womeldorf (2006), this motion picture received complaints on internet in terms of a 
petition and social media posts to lower the rating from R to PG-13 which is not suitable 
for children under thirteen years old. Changing the rating code will give a negative 
impact to Marvel Studios because many expressions for swearing which are deployed 
in the movie should be removed. As a result, swearing in the motion picture deserves 
a special attention to be examined to see the swearing practices deeper.  
To analyze swearing in Deadpool then, sociolinguistics is chosen because this 
field views swearing as a linguistic behavior which is disallowed culturally, religiously, 
and socially. Vis-à-vis sociolinguistics, swearing associated with language variation 
because language used in swearing are labeled as bad due to social attitudes, and as a 
result, expressions for swearing are different from the standard usage of language. The 
principle of sociolinguistics which is observed in the motion picture, therefore, is in the 
form of language variation in terms of social propriety on language. 
B. Research Focus 
There are some worth-examining topics in Deadpool under sociolinguistics 
such as homophobic jokes, euphemisms, and swearing. First, a worth-solving issue in 
Deadpool is homophobic jokes. White (2015) opines that some characters deploy 
homophobic terms (e.g. cock-gobbler for a penis sucker and penis in your mouth for a 
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penis sucker) which are addressed to male interlocutors. Analyzing the homophobic 
terms from the perspective of sociolinguistics can explain how such expressions 
utilized by characters can show the social closeness between the speaker and the 
addressee.   
Second, some characters as reported by White (2015) on the Deadpool’s movie 
trailer exploit words carrying positive senses to talk about unpleasant things (e.g. 
topographical map of Utah for an ugly face, touching myself for masturbation, and 
wearing brown pants for the act of incarnating). The avoidance of such unpleasant 
words is euphemism. Euphemisms permit the users to avoid particular words (e.g. shit, 
fuck, or cunt) carrying a negative sense to mind. This also shows that sometimes people 
do not talk straightforwardly due to circumstances such as formality, social distance, 
or socio-economic background. As a consequence, investigating euphemisms in the 
movie under sociolinguistics can reveal how characters’ language is influenced by 
norms.  
Third, swearing is a worth-examining topic in the Miller’s Deadpool. The issue 
is situated on the fact that Deadpool got criticisms in some countries, especially in the 
United States for the existence of swearing as reported by Loughrey (2016) and Siegel 
(2016). The criticisms show that swearing in the motion picture is seen to be socially 
unacceptable based on the people’s perspective of decency on language. Furthermore, 
swearing in the motion picture is possible to be examined because unpleasantness of 
expressions is linguistically not inherited in the language, but the unpleasantness relies 
on the intention of swearing and the socio-cultural conditions affecting the expressions. 
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As a result, analyzing swearing from the perspective of sociolinguistics is necessary to 
see swearing as a linguistic phenomenon with respect to society.  
According to the sociolinguistic phenomena found in Miller’s Deadpool 
(2016), the research focuses on the third problem, i.e. swearing because swearing is an 
aspect which makes the movie gain a controversy in the United States as the setting of 
the motion picture. To be more specific, the limitations of this research which are made 
are types of swearing as expressed by characters in Deadpool according to theories, 
and the characters’ factors initiating swearing. 
After limiting the scope of the discussion, the researcher therefore formulates 
the problems of the research mentioned as follows.   
1. What types of swearing appear in Deadpool? 
2. What are the characters’ motivational factors for swearing in Deadpool? 
C. Objectives of the Study 
Based on the formulation of the problems, there are two objectives of the 
research:  
1. to identify and to delineate the types of swearing performed by the characters in 
Deadpool; and 
2. to reveal the motivational factors for swearing in Deadpool. 
D. Significance of the Study  
The researcher expects that this linguistic research contributes some 
significance to the following parties: 
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1. Readers in General  
Although Deadpool is still permitted by the censorship board of the United 
States, the permission does not necessarily mean that Deadpool is totally accepted in 
the US. By conducting this research, therefore, the findings give readers an overview 
of swearing in the motion picture which is reported to be controversial in the country. 
Besides, this research also gives readers information that swearing is not well-accepted 
so that it raises readers’ awareness of particular expressions, which might be offensive 
or unpleasant to others, in their daily communications.  
2. Future Researchers  
The research findings are beneficial in university contexts because they provide 
a practical model of the application of theory on swearing as a linguistic phenomenon 
with respect to propriety of language in terms of types and motives for swearing. To 
be more specific, the results of objective number one give information about categories 
of swearing, and the results of objective number two will give a model for analyzing 
motives of swearing. Furthermore, the findings also show how sociolinguistics is 
utilized as an approach to investigate swearing as a tabooed act related to language.  
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
This chapter presents theories utilized for understanding and explaining 
swearing practices in Miller’s Deadpool. This section, moreover, explores literature 
review which consists of sociolinguistics as the approach of the study, bad and good 
language as the results of social attitudes towards language, swearing as the part of bad 
language, types of swearing, motivational factors for swearing, the practice of swearing 
in the United States, Deadpool as the object under study, and previous studies. 
Furthermore, this chapter also presents the conceptual framework containing theories 
for achieving research objectives and an analytical construct of this research to show 
how theories are applied to guide the study on swearing.  
A. Literature Review  
1. Sociolinguistics: Language and Society  
Sociolinguistics is a branch of linguistics which is concerned with language, 
linguistic behaviors, and society in which language and linguistic behaviors are seen 
as the effects of social and cultural factors (Chaika, 1982: 2; Sukhanov, 1992: 6810). 
In other words, the study focuses on the linguistic consequences resulted by the society 
(e.g. bilingualism, taboo, and creole). Since the main task of sociolinguistics is to 
describe the consequence of language in society, sociolinguistics does not account 
whether language use is inappropriate/indecent or correct/incorrect.  
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Corresponding to Chaika’s and Sukhanov’s definition of sociolinguistics, 
Wardhaugh and Mesthrie also explain the technical term. According to Wardhaugh 
(2006: 13) and Mesthrie (2001: 2), sociolinguistics is a study of a correlation between 
language and society regarding social variables (e.g. social class, education, gender, or 
religion) to see how language is exercised in a communication and how social contexts 
affect language. How language is used in a real communication setting is commonly 
contextual or various because it depends on social contexts where the communication 
occurs.  
Social contexts, which are settings (e.g. places and situations) when a 
phenomenon happens, influence how people use language in various ways. Holmes 
(2013: 1) explains how language reflects its people and their background or vice versa.  
Women’s stereotypical style in using language, for instance, is distinct from men’s 
(Lakoff, 1973). Similar to gender, language varieties also occur in terms of someone’s 
education level or background of knowledge. For example, people from high 
educational background have different language styles whether in terms of choice of 
words or the complexity of grammar. However, there are also other social variables 
differing language beside gender and education (e.g. social class, geographical area, 
and culture). People from different social backgrounds, thus, tend to have different 
language varieties as social variables play significant roles in making language 
variations. 
Language variation as one concern in sociolinguistics is a neutral term for kinds 
of linguistic differences which can be observed based on various linguistic devices such 
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as sound, meaning, or lexicon (Chambers and Trudgill, 2004: 5). Hence, the use of 
different aspect of language demonstrates different language variation.  For instance, 
the use of bad language (e.g. bad grammar, bad accents, or bad words) is a sort of 
example of a language variation as opposed to good language (Davis, 1989: 8). Some 
dog been barking for hours in grammar is sort of a grammatical mistake according to 
the linguistic prescriptivism due to the absence of –s, which is for marking the plurality 
of dogs, and have as the auxiliary; the use of –in’ as a variety of –ing in makin’ is an 
example of the nonstandard use of English accent; fuck as one lexical variety for 
copulate, have coitus, fornicate or have sexual intercourse is an instance of bad word 
in a formal purpose. According to the orthodox sociolinguistic approach, formality, 
which is the part of situational variables, and social variables determine the 
permissiveness of the expression which is highly dependent on the social attitudes 
(Davis, 1989: 3).  
2. Language and Social Attitudes  
Social attitudes on language contribute to language labelling. Some language 
innovation (e.g. a new coined word) and variations are not free from social attitudes 
since a part of them is considered as good while the rest belongs to bad (Battistella, 
2005: 8).  In relation to the labeling, Battistella (2005: 11) explains that the attribute 
“good” or “bad” is a matter of social desires which are seen to be mainstream, not 
characteristics possessed or embedded in the language itself. Social desire within this 
context can be meant as an expectation for the member of the society to follow rules. 
Since the label “good” or “bad” is heavily controlled by the common social perspective, 
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the label is relative. As a result, what is considered to be bad might be dissimilar when 
an expression is accounted in other group of people. For instance, saying, we be eating, 
in a group of people speaking in Ebonics is grammatically unacceptable when the 
sentence is viewed in the perspective of prescriptivism, but in a community which 
speaks in African American Vernacular English (AAVE), such construction of 
sentence is socially acceptable.  
As opposed to good language which displays a positive social attitude, bad 
language does not because it does not reflect social desires in terms of grammatical 
inaccuracy, coarseness, or regional and international influences (Battistella, 2005: 11). 
The use of grammatical vagueness (e.g. I ain’t got no money.) according to 
prescriptivism is a sort of a mistake because it might lead readers or listeners to a 
misinterpretation as seen from the double negatives. Furthermore, coarse expressions 
do not mirror social desires since it does not reflect a polite society, and regional and 
international influences on language do not display “accepted” pronunciation.  
In more specific point of view on bad language, it is expressions perceived to 
be unpleasant and offensive by most people (McEnery, 2006:1). Such view displays a 
correlation between language and social attitudes creating impropriety of language. An 
expression is considered to be improper because it is tabooed or stigmatized by the 
members of society. An example of inappropriate expression which might cause 
offense is swearing (McEnery, 2006: 2).  
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3. Swearing 
Swearing which is also called as cussing, obscenities, or offensive language 
refers to any objectionable language, or it can also refer to the employment of taboo 
expressions (Kaye and Sapolsky, 2004: 912; Ljung, 2011: 4). Due to its taboo status, 
swearing is considered to be bad. Swearing as an example of bad language is the use 
of tabooed expressions functioning to show the swearer’s feelings or attitudes (Ljung, 
2011: 4). An expression is considered to be a swear word when it breaks against what 
is unable to be talked or done according to social norms (Ljung, 2011: 5). Damnation 
in goddamn, for example, is religiously tabooed because it frightens the addressee by 
calling a sacred being or a higher force to punish or bring harm on the addressee. 
Therefore, due to its effect upon the addressee, damnation is tabooed and restricted to 
be done. Furthermore, since damnation is tabooed in the usage, it becomes powerful 
when it is employed for swearing. Accordingly, the more an expression is tabooed, the 
more effects of swearing can be achieved. This is to say that the power of swearing to 
create particular effects relies heavily upon contexts because taboo is a culture-specific 
phenomenon.  
Not only does context determine the degree of offensiveness of swearing, 
McEnery (2006: 1) states that the intensity of offensiveness created by expressions for 
swearing is also determined by process of stigmatization. Stigmatization brings an 
object or an act which is initially neutral to be bad by disapproving the object or the 
act. Fuck, for instance, is originally a neutral term for denoting having sexual 
intercourse which is equivalent with having coitus, or copulating. However, because 
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fuck gets a negative label, it becomes more offensive than coitus and copulation 
(Hastings-Duffield, 2015). With reference to contexts and the degree of offensiveness, 
cursing might have a little effect or no effect when the addressee’s and/or the swearer’s 
religious background is not strong. However, it might cause severe effects on the 
interlocutor when the addressee has a strong religious background.  
In addition to someone religious background, swearing also portrays someone’s 
inner state or situation. McEnery (2006: 1) explains that swearing also indicates the 
swearer’s emotional state, social class, and educational background. Swearing is 
associated to someone’s emotional state when swearing an interjection is used as a 
technique of releasing strong emotions. Swearing, besides, mirrors social class 
hierarchy. For example, people with the working class background tend to swear more 
frequent than people from higher social class because people from a higher social class 
undergo social pressure to behave well. In addition to social class, swearing also depicts 
someone educational achievements. Ljung (via Wang, 2013: 71) explains that swearing 
mirrors the swearer’s low educational background. A person who has a higher 
educational background tends to swear less than a person from lower educational 
background.  
To achieve a great impact on the addressee, there are principles of swearing to 
follow (Rothwell, 1971: 239-240). First, who uses swear words. It indicates that a 
person from a particular background might have a greater effect on the addressee than 
other person from other background. For example, when a priest angrily swears using 
damnation, the addressee with a strong religious background will feel a powerful effect 
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from the damnation. Second, where swearing is done. When swearing son of a bitch is 
deployed during a formal situation, for instance, swearing will achieve greater impact. 
Last, how swearing is done contributes to the offensiveness. For example, when 
someone swears with an angry face and angry tone, the swearing practice is more 
offensive than swearing without those manners. In addition, swearing which has been 
extensively explained is accordingly divided into these following sub-headings. 
a. Types of Swearing 
According to Andersson and Trudgill (1990: 61), swearing can be categorized 
into four types: abusive, auxiliary, humorous, and expletive swearing based on the 
linguistic structure with the accompanying context. Similar to the linguists’ idea, 
Pinker (2007: 350) also theorizes the categorization of swearing according to its usages. 
Pinker (2007) divides swearing into dysphemistic swearing, idiomatical swearing, 
emphatic swearing, abusive swearing, and cathartic swearing. However, since the two 
theories have similarities in terms of functions, and the difference is situated on the 
technical terms used by the linguists only, the two theories are combined into abusive 
swearing, idiomatic swearing, descriptive swearing, cathartic swearing, emphatic 
swearing, and humorous swearing.  
1) Abusive Swearing 
Andersson and Trudgill (1990) and Pinker (2007) deploy the same technical 
term to refer to a type of swearing which the aim is to insult or to threat an addressee. 
Since an utterance is intended to offend a person, this kind of swearing is targeted to 
the addressee. For example, fuck yourself! (Pinker, 2007: 350). The illustration is 
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abusive swearing because the speaker addresses fuck yourself to a specific person, and 
the expression is intended to offend the addressee because the usage suggests the 
addressee to do a degrading activity. Fuck yourself which is followed by an 
exclamation mark is accordingly considered to be abusive as it marks the speaker’s 
verbal aggression.  
Waynryb (2005: 17) mentions other characteristics of abusive swearing. It is 
addressed to the addressee; it sometimes uses metaphors, derogatory tones; and it 
disparages someone by using a name-calling or an insult.  
2) Idiomatic swearing 
Idiomatic swearing is a type of swearing often using idiom in which the 
meaning of the expression cannot be understood on its own since this type of swearing 
employs connotative meaning (Ljung, 2011: 26). For example, it’s fucked up (Pinker 
2007: 350). Fucked up is an instance of idiomatic swearing because the meaning of the 
phrase cannot be understood anyway. The meaning cannot be recognized anyhow, as 
there is nothing to do with the denotative meaning of fucked and up. Dalzell (2009: 
406) suggests that the expression can be meant as having a big problem or a spoiled 
condition. As a consequence, when someone says, it’s fucked up, it means that the 
speaker reports the interlocutor that there is something going wrong, or it can also 
indicate the existence of a serious trouble. Besides, there are many other examples of 
idiomatic swearing derived from sexual terms such as fuck off which is used as a sign 
to drive someone out, fuck someone over which is used to abuse someone physically, 
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and pissed on which is used to describe contempt (Dalzell, 2009: 406; Pinker, 2007: 
357).  
3) Dysphemistic swearing 
This type uses a taboo expression to refer to an object or activity (Ljung, 2011: 
25). An obvious characteristic of this swearing is that it is the opposite of euphemism 
which allows speaker to talk about something bad using a polite expression. Thus, 
dysphemistic swearing drags the interlocutor to think about a negative stuff or shows 
the interlocutor how unpleasant something is. For instance, let’s fuck! (Pinker, 2007: 
350). Fuck is meant as having a sexual intercourse which is similar to have a coitus; 
however, the word fuck has stigmatized by culture, for this word is more offensive 
rather than just having a sexual intercourse or a coitus. Furthermore, fuck belongs to 
dysphemistic swearing because this word is expressed explicitly and it brings the most 
disagreeable sense of having sex to the interlocutor’s mind.  
4) Cathartic Swearing  
Andersson’s and Trudgill’s technical term is expletive swearing which is 
similar with Pinker’s cathartic swearing in terms of meaning and usage. Cathartic 
swearing is swearing which is utilized when something unwanted or out of control 
occurs. This type of swearing is generally performed in a bad condition which provokes 
someone to relieve his strong emotion (e.g. rage or frustration). Thus, a taboo 
expression is employed as a way of venting a negative emotion. Furthermore, cathartic 
swearing can be performed with or without any audience. For example, shit, damn, and 
fuck (Pinker, 2007: 366). The scatological, religious, and sexual theme in the 
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illustration have lost their original meanings because during an unwanted situation, 
those expressions are not deployed to refer to the agreed meanings. However, they 
retain their emotional value to express strong emotions.  
5) Emphatic swearing 
This type is what Andersson and Trudgill (1990) call it as auxiliary swearing or 
lazy swearing. The structure of this swearing is fucking or bloody which is followed by 
other linguistic elements (Andersson and Trudgill, 1990: 61). According the usage, this 
type helps a speaker to express his or her emotion in an adjectival or adverbial manner 
through a taboo expression, i.e. damn, hell, fuck, or shit. This swearing is accordingly 
not aimed to hurt and does not directed to a specific addressee considering that the term 
is only used to express an individual emotion. For instance, this is fucking amazing! 
(Pinker, 2007: 350). The illustration is regarded as emphatic swearing because of 
reasons. First, there is an intention to abuse nobody. It can be seen from the word 
fucking which is used as an attributive for the adjective amazing, and not directed to a 
particular addressee. Second, fucking reflects the swearer’s feeling of excitement.  
6) Humorous Swearing 
Humorous swearing is a type of swearing which does not intend to abuse 
people, but it is intended to create a comic effect. For example, get your ass (or in some 
cases butt) in the gear! (Andersson and Trudgill, 1990: 61). The meaning of such 
utterance is to get going or to start an action immediately. The usage of the exhortation 
is not for abusing the addressee when the speaker addresses this expression in a suitable 
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context, but it mostly indicates that the speaker intends to be humorous with the 
interlocutor by commanding the interlocutor to move his or her buttocks.  
b. Motivational Factors of Swearing  
Stapleton (2003: 28) mentions that there are nine motivational factors for 
swearing such as storytelling, emphasis, anger/tension-release, habit, normality, 
intimacy/trust, vulnerability, part of personality, and a way to shock. Each category is 
presented and explained as follows.  
1) Story-telling  
Swearing is not necessarily for a negative orientations or negative emotions 
because people also swear due to a good motives, i.e. to deliver a good story to entertain 
others (Stapleton, 2003: 28).  Corresponding to Stapleton, Jay (2009: 155) also states 
that people swear because they want to create a humor in their story as a positive 
outcome of the expressions of swearing. For example,  
It's not superstition; it's practically Newtonian. For every action there is an 
equal but opposite reaction. Leonard, for example, is being a doofus bitch; 
therefore, he'll be reincarnated as a banana slug. It's elegant in its simplicity. 
What goes around comes around (IMDb, 2009).     
The speaker, Rajesh disagrees Sheldon’s idea that karma is only a superstition. He 
argues that karma is related to a phenomenon which can be explained scientifically by 
using Newton’s law. Rajesh accordingly provides an example involving Leonard which 
in this case, he is placed as a target of the name-calling doofus bitch. Rajesh’s reason 
for saying bitch modified by doofus (stupid) is not intentionally to offend Leonard, but 
to make his explanation more interesting in front of his other friends.  
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2) Emphasis 
Not only can swearing be used as a humor, but swearing can also help the 
speakers to deliver a point to the audience (Stapleton, 2003: 28). The message which 
is being conveyed is not only delivered, but the message is also intensified by the act 
of swearing. Stapleton (2010: 295) states that since swearing is seen as taboo, swearing 
has power to shock the interlocutors, and because of that reason, swearing can 
emphasize the swearer’s emotional charge in his utterance. Furthermore, people swear 
because they want to amplify a question (e.g. what the fuck are you doing with my 
girl?), an assertion (e.g. the hell I won’t!), and qualities (e.g. hell of clothes) (Mencken, 
1944: 241).  
3) Anger/Tension-release 
In a psychological point of view, swearing is associated with negative 
emotional releases (Stapleton, 2010: 290). In other words, swearing is viewed as a 
mechanism for alleviating strong emotions such as anger, tension, or frustration 
(Stapleton, 2003: 28; Fine and Johnson, 1984: 66). For expressing anger for example, 
fuck off!  The speaker swears using the offensive expression to drive someone away 
because he is angry at the addressee for the addressee’s act which is seen as displeasure 
by the speaker.  
4) Habit 
Stapleton (2003: 28) states that due to a high frequency of swearing usage, 
people do not likely notice that they are swearing. Here, swearing is seen as an 
everyday talking which has become a linguistic behavior. In other words, since 
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swearing has become a custom, its users will be less aware of what they express. An 
example of this type is fuck patois. 
I come home to my fucking house after three fucking years in the fucking war, 
and what I do fucking-well find? My wife in bed, engaging in elicit sexual 
relations with a male! (Pinker, 2007: 359). 
 
The speaker deploys fucking for several times in his utterance. He seems unnoticed or 
less aware that he is swearing as seen from the highly frequent usage of such indecent 
expression. 
5) Normality  
Stapleton (2003: 28) asserts that everyone swears and it, thus, is normal when 
someone swears at something or someone else because if he does not, he is considered 
as not common nowadays. Thus, swearing only serves to fulfil the social expectation. 
For instance, that men swear in an informal context is normal (Stapleton, 2003: 28). 
6) Intimacy 
This motivational factor for swearing appears when the swearer is socially close 
with other (Stapleton, 2003: 28). Swearing is not seen negatively by the addressee, but 
it is viewed as a method for showing friendliness, intimacy, or solidarity between the 
swearer and the addressee. For instance, what’s up, my fella bitches? As seen in the 
example, the swearer does not have any intention to abuse her friends by calling them 
fella bitches; she swears for showing intimacy towards her colleagues.  
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7) Vulnerability  
People swear because they try to articulate their fear or vulnerability. In other 
words, swearing serves as a linguistic mechanism for expressing extreme fear when 
people are in a dangerous or unwanted situation (Stapleton, 2003: 28). For example,  
(Professor asks the students to submit their answer sheets in five minutes.) 
Tony  : Oh, no. Fuck! (He has not finished calculating.) 
In the illustration, students are having an examination Due to the time limit, the 
professor asks the students in the class to submit their papers. However, Tony, one 
student in the class, has not done with the answer, and it makes him petrified. To 
express his fear, he accordingly swears, oh, no. Fuck! 
8) Part of Personality 
Stapleton (2003: 28) explains that swearing can show someone’s 
characteristics. Part of personality category displays that swearing has become 
someone’s identity. Stapleton (2010: 299) exemplifies Eminem’s song lyrics which are 
full of swearing. She argues that Eminem as a white rapper wants to show his identity 
with the frequent existence of swearing.  
9) A Way to Shock 
In a polite society, although people know how to swear, they avoid swearing 
because it can harm someone’s public self-image. When people swear then, swearing 
becomes a powerful way to shock or to gain attention from others. For instance, 
someone says, every man is a motherfucker. The illustration shows that someone is 
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trying to shock others by utilizing motherfucker and generalizing the label 
motherfucker to all men. 
4. The Practices of Swearing in the United States 
Although the First Amendment of the American Constitution is created to 
assure freedom of speech for all Americans, not all kinds of speech are free from the 
American Supreme Courts’ regulation. Inappropriate speech categories (e.g. hate-
speech, anti-specific group speech, insulting, and upsetting speech) which most people 
view them as offensive are restricted by law (Strossen, 2013: xviii). As a consequence, 
every language use with improper contents can become a target for restriction. 
Language usages with indecent contents which were problematized were Nyhan’ and 
Bruce’ utterances. A journalist, David Nyhan who employed pussy-whipped in his 
utterance had to apologize due to his swear word, and an American comedian, Lenny 
Bruce was blacklisted in the US media and got arrested in 1962 due to swearing 
cocksucker in public (Gopnik, 2017).  
Despite the fact that swearing is forbidden in the public discourse according to 
law, swearing is commonplace among Americans. Some studies report that swearing 
becomes more tolerable. Glover (2008), for example, reports Jay’s explanation on the 
rise of swearing among Americans which states that youths’ and adults’ swearing start 
being more habitual and prevalent as seen from estimation that adults swear up to 90 
times/day. A similar study on the prevalence of swearing done by Lipschutz (via Hare, 
2014) states that some swear words (e.g. jackass, suck, and ass) which begin to be more 
acceptable in public discourses.  
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Unlike in the past in which foul language is rarely heard in media, it can be 
heard anywhere nowadays (Hopper, 2014). Nicki Minaj’s Only (2014), for example, 
contains expressions used in swearing (e.g. fuck, ass, titties, bitches, niggas, god damn, 
suck, and piss). Several words employed in Only were Carlin’s seven dirty words (e.g. 
piss, fuck, cocksucker, shit, tits, motherfucker, and cunt) which were forbidden to say 
in media decades ago. Not only Minaj who exploits swearing, some American figures 
such as Cheney (2004) with Go f*** yourself, Trump (2011) with …you're not going 
to raise that f****** price, you understand me? and Kerry (2004) with Did I expect 
George Bush to f*** it up as badly as he did? in public (Hornick, 2011). The examples 
demonstrate that Americans become more tolerant to dirty language because even 
public figures did swearing in public. Besides, it also shows that Americans’ level of 
comfortability of swearing has changed.  
5. Deadpool 
Deadpool is a comic-based superhero movie produced by Tim Mills under 
Marvel Studios. This movie is starred by Ryan Reynolds (Wade or Deadpool) as the 
protagonist, Ed Skrein (Ajax or Francis) as the antagonist, Stevan Kapicic (Colosus), 
Brianna Hildebrand (Negasonic Teenage Warhead), and Morena Baccarin (Vanessa).  
With its stars, Deadpool becomes a successful movie as seen from its achievements. 
Deadpool has reached success in less than a year. Many awards and nominees 
have been achieved from three programs such as MTV Movie Award, Image 
Foundation Award 2016, and Teen Choice Award for category movie of the year, best 
female performance, best male performance, best kiss, best villain, and best action 
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performance. For MTV Movie Award, it has won nomination for best comedic 
performance, and best fight. Besides, Deadpool movie has won some nominations form 
Teen Choice Awards such as action and choice movie specifically in hissy fit. 
This film is about Deadpool’s avenge towards Ajax who has turned Deadpool 
into a mutant. Beforehand, Wade Wilson or Deadpool falls in love with Vanessa; 
however, no longer after that, he is diagnosed to have a terminal cancer by a doctor. 
One day, a man approaches to offer Wade a cure and an incredible ability which is not 
owned by anybody else if Wade wants. Next, Francis, or simply known as Ajax 
conducts a radioactive experiment on Wade turning Wade into a mutant with an 
incredible self-healing ability which cures him from his final stage of cancer. On the 
other hand, the radioactive experiment leaves disfigured skin which invokes anger on 
Wade. To express his anger, Wade tries to kill Francis for what Francis has done to his 
face, but he failed because Francis defeats him by stubbing his body with an iron stick 
and burning him afterwards. However, what Francis does cannot kill Wade because of 
Wade’s self-healing ability.  
Wade tries to cover himself by wearing something because he does not want 
others, especially Vanessa to see him in that condition. As a result, he stays away from 
Vanessa, Wade’s girlfriend due to his look. Wade creates a red costume from corthinian 
leather to cover his skin, and calls himself Deadpool. He then looks for Francis, as well 
as all people who know Francis. Deadpool finds Francis’ convoy on the bridge. He 
looks for Francis, but he does not find Francis among Francis’ subordinates in the cars. 
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Moreover, because he does not get the information where Francis is from the people, 
Deadpool kills all Francis’ men.  
One day, Vanessa is kidnapped by Francis and it forces Deadpool to find 
Francis and saves Vanessa. Because of Colossus and Negasonic’s help, Deadpool wins 
over Francis and he can get his life back with Vanessa although he cannot be normal 
anymore. Deadpool apologizes for leaving Vanessa for a while and shows Vanessa his 
disfigured face. Although Wade’s appearance has changed much, Vanessa can accept 
him. In the end of the movie, both of them are kissing.  
6. Previous Studies  
Researches discussing the linguistic phenomenon of swearing have been 
conducted for several times. First, a sociolinguistic research, which is entitled Analysis 
of the Use of Swear Words in the Antology Rasa Novel Written by Ika Natassa, was 
done by Adityo Prawinanto (2016). There are two objectives of the Prawinanto’s 
research, i.e. to classify the types of swearing and the reasons of swearing. This 
research employs a content analysis as a method for analyzing the linguistic 
phenomenon of swearing. The findings show that all types of swearing and motives 
appear within the novel.  
Second, Fika Nur Anggita (2015) conducted the similar research, entitled 
Analysis of Taboo Words in Bad Teacher Movie. This research adopted sociolinguistics 
as the approach to solve problems related to taboo expressions found in the movie. 
According to the problems, the objectives wanted to achieve are to identify the types 
of taboo words and to know the functions of employing the taboo words. According to 
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the research findings, there are four kinds of taboo words found in the movie on which 
obscenity is the most frequent type appearing. Besides, the functions of the taboo words 
employed are mostly to disrespect addressee.  
Third, Ririn Susetyaningsih (2014) also conducted a research within the same 
topic using the same approach with the previous researchers. Susetyaningsih’s title of 
her research is A Sociolinguistic Analysis of Swearing Used by the Main Character in 
the Film the Wolf of the Street. She had two objectives in conducting her research. First, 
the research aimed at knowing the types of swearing. Second, the study aimed at 
revealing the motives of swearing. To achieve objectives, she adopted Andersson and 
Trudgill’s theory on swearing (1990), and Andersson’s theory on motives for swearing 
(in Karjalainen, 2002). The results show that four kinds of swearing are found and the 
three motives are also found.  
From the three relevant studies, this research is similar to them in terms of topic, 
i.e. bad language. On the other hand, this study is also different from the three previous 
researches because this research is concerned with a different object with a different 
case. The object of the research is Deadpool which is controversial in China and 
Uzbekistan, and it is even criticized in the US for the indecent language, although the 
Deadpool has got a permission to be shown in American cinemas.  
B. Conceptual Framework 
This researcher analyzes swearing in Deadpool as the object. One of main 
causes why Deadpool gained a controversy is the existence of excessive foul language. 
As a consequence, Deadpool movie is not well-accepted in some countries. 
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Furthermore, although the censorship board of the United States allows the screenings 
of Deadpool in cinemas, Deadpool is still criticized for its indecent language. As a 
result, swearing is investigated in this research through sociolinguistics since this field 
sees swearing as a linguistic phenomenon which is closely related to social propriety. 
Furthermore in regards to the problems, linguistic problems which are analyzed to see 
the swearing practices in the movie are in terms of types and motivational factors for 
swearing to see the swearing practices in the motion picture which are controversial.  
To achieve the first objective, the researcher uses Andersson and Trudgill’s 
theory on swearing (1990) which consist abusive swearing, humorous swearing, 
auxiliary swearing, and expletive swearing. Besides, the researcher also employs 
Pinker’s types of swearing (2007) such as idiomatic swearing, abusive swearing, 
emphatic swearing, and cathartic swearing. On the other hand, from the two 
perspectives on types of swearing, there are similarities in the usages; some of them 
are different in terms of technical terms used by the linguists only (e.g. auxiliary 
swearing with emphatic swearing and expletive swearing with cathartic swearing). 
Therefore, types of swearing presented within this research are descriptive swearing, 
idiomatic swearing, abusive swearing, emphatic swearing, cathartic swearing, and 
humorous swearing.  
A theory on motivational factors for swearing proposed by Stapleton (2003) are 
adopted to achieve the second research objective. According to Stapleton (2003) 
reasons for swearing consist of story-telling, emphasis, habit, vulnerability, normality, 
a way to shock, intimacy, part of personality, and anger/tension-release. 
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From those explanations, theories adopted to guide the researcher in explaining 
swearing in Deadpool are presented in an analytical construct. Coral and Bokelmann 
(2017: 1) defines analytical construct or analytical framework as a diagram which 
demonstrates causal explanations among concepts. The use of analytical construct is 
accordingly to display the working model of a research to achieve its objectives. 
Furthermore in this study, sociolinguistics is presented in the analytical construct to 
serve as both a theoretical and methodological orientation to illuminate swearing. 
Specifically, sociolinguistics is utilized as a theoretical orientation for making sense of 
the social phenomenon which is manifested in language because language for swearing 
is influenced by social attitudes. Additionally, sociolinguistics is used as a 
methodological orientation because this field functions as a direction on how the 
theories are applied to guide the research. To demonstrate how sociolinguistics is 
adopted as a theoretical and methodological orientation, an analytical construct is 
displayed in Figure 1. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
This chapter presents procedures and working steps for examining swearing 
practices in Miller’s Deadpool. This section consecutively comprises of types of the 
study, forms, contexts, and the source of the data, techniques for collecting data, 
research instrument, techniques for examining data, and technique for checking the 
reliability of data. 
A. Type of the Study 
This researcher adopted a qualitative approach to achieve the objectives of the 
research dealing with swearing practices as an objectionable language. Qualitative 
analysis was utilized because this research model describes a social phenomenon 
narratively with respect to its natural settings and human beings as the inhabitants of 
settings (Moleong 2012: 6; Berg, 2001:6). Since data are seen in their natural settings, 
the qualitative data will not get any influences from the researcher. Accordingly in this 
study, data would naturally reflect how the speakers utilized swearing in their 
conversation. Besides, significance of adopting qualitative research is that this type of 
study is concerned with a small number of data which enables the researcher to observe 
the phenomenon studied in-depth according to themes (Vanderstoep and Johnston, 
2009: 7). In this case, the deep observation on the linguistic phenomenon was required 
because the researcher could produce a detailed analysis on swearing practices in 
Deadpool according to theories. Additionally, the process of reasoning from theory to 
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analysis characterizes that this researcher deployed an inductive approach which is one 
characteristic of qualitative research. As a result, the qualitative approach was 
considered to be the most suitable method in examining swearing practices in 
Deadpool.  
In relation to the approach, the researcher employed sociolinguistics, 
particularly language variation in terms of propriety of language as the theoretical and 
methodological orientation to achieve the research objectives. Sociolinguistics was 
chosen because swearing practices display the correlation between language and 
society: how society labels particular expressions to be inappropriate to be spoken in a 
particular context (e.g. a formal or informal conversation involving an acquaintance or 
people from a higher status). How a particular word is regarded to be inappropriate due 
to its ability to provoke emotion is strongly dependent on norms (e.g. religion and 
culture) existing in a society. Furthermore, since the fundamental issue within the study 
is the existence of swearing in Deadpool problematized by American parents, 
sociolinguistics could help the researcher to describe the existence of swearing. 
B. Form, Context, and Source of the Data 
Linguistic units employed for examining swearing practices in Deadpool were 
in the form of morphemes (e.g. fuckface), words (e.g. shit), and phrases (e.g. son of a 
bitch) which were obtained from characters’ utterances. Since the data of this research 
were in morphemes, words, and phrases which indicated swearing practices, the 
contexts of the data were monologues and dialogues between characters. Moreover in 
terms of source of data, Deadpool with 1 hour, 47 minutes, and 48 seconds of length 
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was utilized as the primary source, and the secondary source was its English transcript 
to gather the data. The secondary source, which is unofficial transcript of the motion 
picture, was taken from a web annotator, namely Genius Media Group Inc. on 
http://genius.com/20th-century-fox-deadpool-script-annotated. Such transcript was 
validated by matching the transcript with the dialogues and monologues in the movie. 
C. Data Collection Techniques  
Data collection is a way of collecting a piece of information from sources for 
understanding a phenomenon (Rouse, 2017). Data in this research were gathered 
through note-taking, which Thomas (2003: 185) defines note-taking as a manual 
recording method utilized during research to collect data, because the sources of data 
employed were a movie which was already transcribed by Genius Media Group Inc., 
and the researcher wrote down pieces of information indicating swearing from Miller’s 
Deadpool and its transcript. Furthermore, the working steps which were done by the 
researcher are presented as follows: 
1. the researcher watched Deadpool and read its English transcript; 
2. the researcher rechecked the transcript whether it was trustworthy by matching the 
characters’ utterances to the English transcript; 
3. the researcher took notes on the utterances which indicated swearing practices in 
Deadpool according to theories of swearing; and 
4. the researcher transferred the utterances as raw data into the research instrument.  
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D. Research Instrument 
Research instrument is a tool which is designed by a researcher to collect data 
(Wallace and Fleet, 2012: 51). Within this study, the tool deployed by the researcher 
was in the form of a data sheet.  The researcher employed a data sheet as an instrument 
for categorizing the data into types of swearing and motivational factors for swearing 
based on theories postulated by experts. The significance of categorizing data was to 
enable the researcher to recognize and group data according to the similar features or 
patterns which the data possess. Moreover, the data sheet was created according to the 
categories of swearing and motives of swearing which were explained narratively in 
the explanation column. 
Table 1: Sample of data sheet of types and motivational factors  
for swearing Miller’s Deadpool 
No Data 
Types Motivational Factors 
Explanation A 
S 
H
S 
E
M 
C 
S 
D 
S 
I 
S 
H
U 
E 
P 
A 
R 
H
A 
N
O 
D
E 
P 
P 
S
H 
O
T 
1. DEADPOOL: 
Oh, that's 
because it's 
Christmas 
Day, 
Dopinder. And 
I'm after 
someone on 
my naughty 
list. I've been 
waiting one 
year, three 
weeks... six 
days and, 
oh...Fourteen 
minutes to 
make him fix 
 √             √   D3: this shit  
 Types: humorous 
swearing  
Swearing shit belongs to 
a humorous swearing 
because what the swearer 
means is not the literal 
meaning of shit, i.e. 
feces, but his face. He 
makes fun of himself 
because his face looks 
bad, but he does not feel 
bad having that face.  
 Motivational factors: 
shock 
Deadpool swears shit as 
his way to shock since 
Deadpool creates the 
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what he did to 
me. 
 
 
DOPINDER: 
And what did 
he do to you, 
Mr. Pool? 
 
DEADPOOL: 
This shit...  
Boo! 
joke by uncovering his 
scary face to surprise the 
interlocutor. 
 Context:  
Dopinder changes the 
topic discussion from sex 
to Deadpool’s reason for 
wearing the red suit. To 
answer the question, 
Deadpool uncover his 
face under his red mask. 
Abbreviations: 
E. Data Analysis Techniques 
After data obtained from Deadpool and the transcript were considerably 
sufficient, data were ready to for an analysis. Data analysis in a qualitative study refers 
to a process of examining data utilizing a specific technique and method to understand 
data (Aneshensel, 2013: 4). Utterances indicating swearing were, therefore, examined 
by using qualitative content analysis. Content analysis in qualitative research is a 
systematic method which is used to examine contents or meanings of textual data 
according to their categories (Mayring and Schreier in Schreirer, 2014: 170). 
Therefore, qualitative content analysis was utilized for categorizing and explaining the 
data after the data were gathered from the film and its transcript.  
After obtaining data from the movie, the steps of data analysis which were done 
are listed as follows: 
Type of Swearing Motivational Factors for Swearing 
AS : Abusive Swearing  
HS : Humorous Swearing 
EM : Emphatic Swearing 
ES : Cathartic Swearing 
DS : Dysphemistic Swearing  
IS : Idiomatic Swearing 
HU : Humor 
EP  : Emphasis 
AR  : Anger/Tension-      
                 Release 
HA  : Habit 
NO  : Normality 
VU : Vulnerability 
PP  : Part of Personality 
SH  : A Way to Shock 
OT         : Others 
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1. the researcher prepared the data obtained from the Deadpool’s transcript and 
observed the data with their the contexts of the utterances to determine types and 
the characters’ motivational factors for swearing;  
2. the researcher categorized the data according to experts’ theories on types of 
swearing and the characters’ motivational factors for swearing; 
3. the researcher explained the data narratively according to their types and 
motivational factors for swearing in Deadpool with respect to the context of the 
utterances; 
4. the researcher rechecked whether the data have been correctly classified; 
5. the researcher conducted peer reviews to achieve the validity of the results;  
6. the researcher drawing conclusions based on the research findings.  
F. Research Trustworthiness 
The analysis of data needed to be tested in order to know the credibility of the 
analysis. The common technique to evaluate the reliability of the research is 
triangulation. Flick (2004: 178) defines triangulation as a verification strategy for a 
research by deploying several perspectives. Flick, furthermore, adds that this technique 
consists of four types such as investigator triangulation, theory triangulation, 
methodology triangulation, and data triangulation (Denzin via Flick, 2004: 178). To 
check the credibility of analysis thus, the researcher deployed investigator triangulation 
by asking several people, who have sufficient background of knowledge in swearing 
from the perspective of sociolinguistics, to avoid subjectivity and mistakes of the 
analysis.
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter presents and explains the results of the study on types of swearing 
and motivational factors for swearing in Miller’s Deadpool. The results are explored 
in two main sections, i.e. findings and discussion. The first section covers the results 
of the research which are displayed in a table, and the second section presents the 
research findings which are explained in a narrative fashion with examples taken from 
data representing every type and reason for the swearing practices.  
A. Findings 
The findings are derived from the data analysis according to the research 
objectives: (1) to observe and to delineate the types of swearing practices, and (2) to 
reveal the characters’ reasons for using swear words. In order to achieve the first 
objective then, the researcher synthesizes Andersson and Trudgill’s (1990) and 
Pinker’s (2007) theories as the basis for observing the categories of swearing in the 
motion picture. Moreover, to realize objective number two, Stapleton’s (2003) theory 
on motivational factors for swearing is employed as a guideline in examining the 
swearing practices.  
Corresponding to objective number one, swearing in Miller’s Deadpool is 
manifested in various expressions which can be categorized according to their forms. 
Furthermore, the linguistic context of the utterances plays a significant role in 
determining their categorizations. Therefore, a special attention is given to the swearing 
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expressions and their accompanying utterances in order to understand the speakers’ 
intentions and meanings of the utterances. Moreover, in relation to the second 
objective, swearing is categorized according to their motivational factors which can be 
observed through the context of situation in which the swear words are deployed. 
Finally, to show that the findings for the first and second objective are related, research 
results are displayed in one table. 
Table 2. Types and motivational factors for swearing in Miller’s Deadpool 
No. 
 
Types 
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1. Anger/tension-release - √ √ - - √ 
2. Emphasis √ - - - - - 
3. Story-telling - √ √ √ - - 
4. A way to shock - √ - √ √ - 
5. Intimacy - - - √ √  
6. Vulnerability  - - √ - - - 
7. Part of personality - - - - √ √ 
8. Others: new emerging 
motivational factors 
      
a) Aversion √ √ - - √ - 
b) Pain - - √ - - - 
c) Surprise - - √ - - - 
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Table 2 demonstrates that there are six categories of swearing practices found 
in Miller’s Deadpool; they are emphatic swearing, abusive swearing, cathartic 
swearing, humorous swearing, dysphemistic swearing, and idiomatic swearing. As 
illustrated in the table, speakers deploy emphatic swearing because they aim at 
intensifying a point of utterances or showing a high degree of something. Also, 
speakers are triggered to swear due to aversion/dislike which is considerably a new 
emerging motivational factor in this research. Furthermore, speakers utilize abusive 
swearing because they feel angry at something or someone. Not only does anger 
provoke them to swear, but a way to shock, story-telling, and aversion also prompts 
them to so such activity.  
In addition, the table also displays other types or forms of swearing with some 
factors motivating the speakers to deploy swear words. In terms of cathartic swearing, 
speakers employ such type of swearing because they intend to release their anger or 
tension, to show vulnerability, and to create a joke to make their utterances more 
interesting. Besides, in cathartic swearing, speakers also swear because pain and 
surprise drive them to do such practices. Additionally, humorous swearing is done 
because the speakers aim at making a joke, shocking the interlocutors, and promoting 
or showing intimacy to the addressee of the swear words. Moreover, speakers use 
dysphemistic swearing, as they want to astonish others, indicate degree of friendliness 
or intimacy, show their way of speaking or identity, and display their aversion to the 
hearers. Last, speakers are not triggered to swear by anger which indicates that 
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swearing performs as a strategy for expressing annoyance, but swearing also displays 
their way of talking in their daily lives. Those findings are accordingly explained 
descriptively along with relevant examples representing each category and 
accompanying expressions or their contexts under discussions section.  
B. Discussion 
Miller’s Deadpool contains swearing practices as shown by the uses of swear 
words. The data in this section are, hence, explained comprehensively by giving some 
data representing each category. Moreover, the distribution of swearing practices 
which have been shown in the research findings section is explicated conforming to 
types and motivational factors for swearing.  
1. Types of Swearing 
The six types of swearing practices which are previously reported in the 
research findings section are now explained with their relevant examples.  
a. Emphatic Swearing 
In the characters’ swearing practices, emphatic swearing is done to deliver 
messages containing their emotions in which the speakers convey the messages in an 
adjectival or adverbial mode. Since emphatic swearing appears adjectivally or 
adverbially, the presence is to modify other elements. For this reason, this kind of the 
swearing cannot work without the presence of other linguistic elements (e.g. a noun, 
an adjective, or a verb). 
Emphatic swearing is represented in Extract (1) – (4) taken from datum 40, 69, 
108, and 125. Each extract presented in this part illustrates the uses of fuck such as 
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fucking as an addition in someone’s name, the fuck as a filler in a question, fucking as 
an infix, and fuck as a part of a compound word. Swearing used to deliver emotions in 
an adjectival means can be seen in Extract (1) in which fucking is attached to a person’s 
name. 
(1) (He lifts his mask up.) 
DEADPOOL : How about now? 
FRANCIS : Huh. Wade fucking Wilson. Well hello, gorgeous. 
(Datum 40) 
After Deadpool stabbed Francis at the bridge barrier, Deadpool uncovers his face to 
show whom the person in the red suit is. Realizing that he is Deadpool, Francis utilizes 
fucking which he attaches to Deadpool’s name, and he also insults Deadpool by calling 
him gorgeous although the truth is on the contrary; Deadpool has a face with a terrible 
look. Furthermore, in relation to Extract (1) which demonstrates the use of the swear 
word, Francis mentions Deadpool’s name with attributing the sexual term. The 
presence of the term serves as an adjective to disapprove Deadpool’s real name as the 
referent because of the negative denotative meaning of fuck which is to have sex. As a 
consequence, this is to say that the use shows the speaker’s lack of respect to the 
addressee, considering a pejorative adjective represents Deadpool’s negative value in 
Francis’ perspective.  
In addition to fucking, there is also the fuck as the other variant of fuck which 
represents emphatic swearing as seen in Extract (2). 
(2) WADE : Ugh, I thought you guys were dicks before. 
FRANCIS : You know the funniest part of all this? You still think we're  
  making you a super hero. You, a dishonorable discharge hook  
  deep in hookers? You're nothing. Our secret, mate, is that this  
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  workshop doesn't make super heroes. We make super slaves.  
  We're gonna fit you with a control collar and auction you off  
  to the highest bidder. Who knows what they'll have you do.    
  Terrorizing citizens, putting down freedom fighters. Maybe  
   just now the occasional lawn. 
WADE : What the fuck is wrong with you? 
(Datum 69) 
Francis tells his true purpose in conducting the radioactive operation on Wade; it is 
neither for curing Wade’s terminal cancer nor making him a superhero, but Francis 
intends to make Wade into his powerful submission. Knowing the truth of the 
experiment, Wade feels angry at Francis because he believes that Francis should not 
have done the operation for such motive. Furthermore, Wade feels dissatisfied, as the 
offer in the beginning, which the operation would cure the cancer, and the truth are 
different. Wade, then, asks a question which carries a criticism for Francis because 
Francis’ true intention is inhumane.  To put it simple, the meaning behind the question 
is to indicate the speaker’s annoyance at the interlocutor. Therefore, the existence of 
the fuck in Extract (2) functions to show Wade’s special concern on his emotional load 
on Francis’ intention in conducting the radioactive experiment on him.  
Another example of emphatic swearing is represented through Deadpool’s 
utterance in Extract (3).  
(3) DOPINDER : Knock 'em dead, pool boy! 
DEADPOOL : Time to make the chimi-fucking-changas. Not often a dude  
   ruins your face, wall stomps your sanity, grabs your future  
  baby-momma, and personally sees to four of your five shittiest  
  moments. Let's just say, it's beginning to look a lot like  
  Christmas. 
(Datum 108) 
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Deadpool, Negasonic, and Colossus get out from Dopinder’s taxi. The taxi driver 
exclaims to encourage Deadpool as shown in Extract (3). Feeling ready and optimistic 
in defeating Francis, Deadpool says, Time to make the chimi-fucking-changas. 
Chimichangas as the basis of the expression is a Mexican burrito which is made from 
tortilla, but to make the chimi-fucking-changas contextually means beating or defeating 
Deadpool’s target, i.e. Francis. Furthermore, the sexual term fucking which is 
incorporated with chimichangas functions to show Deadpool’s positive emotion, i.e. 
excitement or optimism to the action in adjectival mode considering fucking modifies 
chimichangas. In addition, the employment of the cuisine name represents Deadpool’s 
positive emotion considering that he personally likes the cuisine (Cronin, 2016). 
Last, Extract (4) displays emphatic swearing which is realized through the use 
of fuck as a prefix in fuckface.    
(4) COLOSSUS : Why? 
DEADPOOL : You were droning on! Sure, I may be stuck looking like  
  pepperoni flatbread, but at least fuckface won't heal from that.  
 If wearing superhero tights means sparing psychopaths, then  
 maybe I wasn't meant to wear 'em. Not everyone monitors a  
 hall ike you. 
(Datum 125) 
Extract (4) describes that Colossus’ curiosity on Deadpool’s action for killing Francis’ 
soldier although Colossus has suggested him for not killing the man. Deadpool argues 
that his face with its disfigured skin cannot be healed, so that killing the man is his way 
to express his frustration. Concisely, although he cannot fix his face, at least he can 
expressing his feeling by taking a revenge to Francis’ man. Additionally, when he 
mentions his face, Deadpool adds fuck which is performed adjectivally because the 
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existence of such word modifies face to represent disapproval to the face to which is 
referred. Therefore, this is to say that Deadpool aims at saying that his face is ugly by 
expressing the closed form of the compound word fuckface.  
b. Abusive Swearing 
This kind of swearing is deployed either directly or indirectly to a specific 
addressee in order to insult or to harm the addressee verbally. Conforming to the 
findings, speakers can perform abusive swearing without the presence of other 
linguistic element, i.e. verbs, or they can also realize it with other elements.  
Extract (5) which represents abusive swearing is taken from a conversation 
between Deadpool and Colossus.  
(5) COLOSSUS : We can't allow this Deadpool. Please, come quietly. 
DEADPOOL : You big, chrome, cock-gobbler!  
COLOSSUS : That's not nice. 
(Datum 51) 
Deadpool teases Negasonic whom prefers to the dangerous place at which they are 
fighting against Francis rather than other safer place. Colossus as Negasonic’s friend 
and as an adult does not want the teenage girl is teased. On the other hand, Deadpool 
dislikes being suggested by Colossus whom he is nobody for Deadpool. Therefore, 
Deadpool attacks Colossus with a direct insult which is considered to be a homophobic 
offense because cock-gobbler is a person who sucks a penis, and the activity of sucking 
someone’s penis is a sexual deviant, for Colossus is a man who also has a penis. In 
addition, cock-gobbler which is the homophobic insult is targeted to Colossus as a 
symbolic means to compare the male addressee of the name-calling with a penis sucker. 
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The implication of such comparison is accordingly to offend Colossus. Regardless the 
name-calling is true or not, producing the expression to the addressee is intended to 
upset Colossus as the addressee. As a result, the expression is designed to be offensive.  
 The second instance of this kind of swearing is a dialogue between Francis, 
Angel in a radioactive operation room.  
(6) FRANCIS : I've merely raised your stress levels high enough to trigger a  
  mutation. 
WADE : You sadistic fuck! 
ANGEL : You smell like shit. 
(Wade head butts her.) 
ANGEL : Motherfucker. 
FRANCIS : Hey, hey, hey! It's alright! It's alright. I think we owe him that,  
 yeah? Take off. Go on, off you go. Quick question. What's my  
 name? Didn't think so. 
(Datum 71) 
Extract (6) illustrates Wade’s condition after the radioactive operation. Wade realizes 
that the operation has turned him into a person with a horrible look. Due to inability to 
accept his physical condition, Wade rages at Francis. Since what he can do is only 
laying on the bed and he cannot express his strong emotion through physical attack, 
Wade only offends Francis by calling him sadistic fuck. The name-calling here 
functions to substitute a physical aggression with a verbal assault, as the speaker cannot 
attack Francis physically. Additionally, the name-calling contextually means a very 
cruel and unpleasant person addressed to Francis for making the speaker’s skin 
disfigured. Since the name-calling displays the addressee’s negative qualities, the use 
of such expression is derogatory and abusive.  
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 Other example of abusive swearing is represented in Extract (7) which is a 
dialogue between Vanessa and her kidnapper, i.e. Francis on a broken mother ship.  
(7) (Angel removes the gag.) 
VANESSA : Thanks, dickless. And I mean you. 
FRANCIS : Well. You're a talker too? You and Wade. 
(Datum 104) 
Vanessa is tied and gagged at the large aircraft carrier. Next, Francis tells Angel, who 
is Francis’ mutant friend, to put the gag off from Vanessa. As soon as the gag is 
removed, Vanessa attacks Francis with a gender specific insult, dickless as depicted in 
Extract (7). The term is a name-calling carrying a negative sense because the expression 
dickless denotes a person without a male genital organ, i.e. penis as demonstrated by 
the morpheme -less, whereas Francis himself as the addressee of the insult is a man 
who biologically has a penis. Calling Francis with the absence of the male sexual organ 
is, therefore, an offense for Francis because the swearer, Vanessa tries to vilify the 
target of the insult. Furthermore, the articulation of dickless implies Vanessa’s belief 
that a man should not have treated a woman that way. Hence, Vanessa addresses the 
label to Francis.  
c. Cathartic Swearing 
As found in the object, this type is commonly done when there is a sudden and 
undesirable situation happening, so that the speakers need to vent their strong emotions 
as a reflexive reaction to the situation. For this reason moreover, the speakers requires 
brief expressions to react quickly to the emotional situation.  
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Examples of cathartic swearing representing the whole data are described in 
these three following extracts. First, Extract (8) depicts the practice of cathartic 
swearing in a conversation between a taxi driver and Deadpool.  
(8) DOPINDER : Shall we turn back? 
DEADPOOL : Nope, no time. Fuck it! I got this. Nine, ten, eleven, twelve  
  bullets, or bust. We’re here! 
(Datum 6) 
Deadpool realizes that he forgot bringing his bag containing his all weapons which he 
has prepared with Weasel and Al. Dopinder offers Deadpool to take the bag, yet 
Deadpool does not have much time. He has to accordingly depend upon a gun with 
twelve bullets only. Deadpool, then, exclaims the sex-themed swear word which the 
meaning of the expression cannot be interpreted anyway because there is nothing to do 
with copulation based on the context. The expression Fuck it! indicates a misfortune 
and thus the unlucky situation triggers the speaker to swear.  
Another example of this kind of swearing can be seen in Extract (9) which is a 
dialogue between the protagonist, Wade and the antagonist, Francis in Wade’s 
radioactive operation room. 
(9) (Wade begins screaming. Cut to day time. Francis comes back and turns off the 
machine.) 
FRANCIS : Fucking hell. Looks like someone lost his shot at homecoming   
  king. 
WADE : What have you done to me? 
(Datum 70) 
Extract (9) illustrates a scene when the radioactive operation has been done by Francis 
to cure Wade from his terminal cancer. Seeing Wade’s physical condition after the 
mutation, Francis swears with a spiritual realm expression which is commonly 
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described as a place with constant or even everlasting pain. Francis articulates the swear 
word as a result of seeing the very unpleasant physical condition that Wade has. Here, 
Francis also borrows the notion of hell to show his disagreeableness on Deadpool’s 
disfigured skin, and the combination of the sexual and religious terms serves to draw a 
greater sense of unpleasantness. In this kind of situation, Francis needs a short 
expression to express his strong emotion as quick as possible so he deploys the brief 
swear word. Furthermore, although Francis says the indecent expression, fucking hell 
in front of Wade, the expression is not purposefully designed to insult or to treat Wade 
disrespectfully, as the interjection is done without targeting anybody in particular; the 
expression appears as an emotive reflex due to the sudden situation.  
 Last, Extract (10) represents how cathartic swearing is done by Wade in his 
conversation with Weasel discussing about Wade’s life which is incredibly changed 
due to the effect of the radioactive operation.  
(10) WEASEL : Oh, come on, Wade. It can't be that bad. 
WADE              : Ah, bullshit! I'm a monster inside and out. I belong in a fucking 
circus! 
WEASEL : Wade, Vanessa loves you. She doesn't care what you - Oh. Oh. 
(Datum 74) 
Wade previously says that he does not want to create Vanessa’s life as bad as his. 
Weasel opines that Wade’s life is not as bad as he thinks. Disagreeing with Weasel’s 
opinion, Wade cries, Ah, bullshit! As represented in Extract (10), the swear word is 
delivered as a way to show a denial and to state that his friend’s opinion is fallacious. 
Bullshit in Wade’s utterance does not refer to fecal matter of a male bovine being 
because Wade employs the term to circumstantially denote his friend’s nonsensical 
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talk. The exclamation bullshit, thus, serves as an indication of Wade’s disbelief in his 
Weasel’s statement. Additionally, Wade deploys the brief expression in order to be 
able to object Weasel’s opinion on his life condition quickly. For this reason, Wade 
requires a brief expression to respond to the Weasel’s statement.   
d. Humorous Swearing 
Based on findings, humorous swearing is not generally done by characters to 
abuse others although the expression might be perceived as an offense by the addressee. 
This kind of swearing which is done by the characters involves emotional release, 
superiority, and juxtaposition to create particular jocular outcomes. 
Three extracts depicting the practice of humorous swearing are presented and 
explained in a descriptive fashion. The extracts are taken from datum 3, 38, and 41. 
First, Extract (11) is a dialogue between Deadpool and a taxi driver. 
(11) DEADPOOL   : Oh, that's because it's Christmas Day, Dopinder. And I'm after  
     someone on my naughty list. I've been waiting one year, three  
     weeks... six days and, oh...Fourteen minutes to make him fix  
     what he did to me. 
DOPINDER : And what did he do to you? 
DEADPOOL : This shit. Boo! 
(Datum 3) 
Previously, Dopinder questions Deadpool’s reason for using the red costume. In 
Extract (11) then, Deadpool reveals that he performs like Santa Clause who gives a 
reward for a person, but in this case he aims at giving a present for a man’s unpleasant 
treatment on him in the past. Feeling curious on the man’s bygone action, Dopinder 
asks the person’s action to Deadpool. Deadpool, then, uncovers his mask and swears, 
This shit! to astound the taxi driver. In this situation, Deadpool is implicitly ridiculing 
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himself by saying that his face is shit which literally means feces or excreta; however, 
the expression shit is only a metaphor used to indicate face with an unpleasant look in 
which the unpleasantness itself is drawn by shit. Although his face looks horrible, 
Deadpool does not display any bad sentiment on his face. By making fun of himself 
then, he tries to make fun of his unfortunate condition. Furthermore, shit itself is 
socially tabooed due to the possibility of spreading disease. The employment of shit 
becomes hilarious because Deadpool floats the taboo status of shit to point his face.  
Another example of humorous swearing is Extract (12) which contains 
Deadpool’s utterance.  
(12) DEADPOOL : Now, if I were a two-hundred pound sack of assholes named  
Francis, where would I hide? Oh. 
(Datum 38) 
Deadpool is fighting on the bridge against Francis’ soldiers. After killing several men, 
Deadpool looks for Francis among broken cars due to an accident on the bridge.  
Because he cannot find his target, he asks himself where Francis is. As represented in 
Extract (12), Deadpool employs a term related to excretion, a two-hundred pound sack 
of assholes to refer to Francis. Deadpool here places Francis as target to laugh at by 
ridiculing him with the italicized expression. Therefore, although this expression seems 
insulting, the main intention of using the expression is to be perceived funny by the 
audience, considering Deadpool makes fun of Francis by saying unkind things about 
him to the audience.    
Last, Extract (13) illustrates humorous swearing in the main character, 
Deadpool’s monologue.  
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(13) (Deadpool kicks the biker in the chest, sending him back down.) 
DEADPOOL : And that's why Regina rhymes with fun. Ladies and  
    gentlemen, what you're witnessing is sweet, dick-kicking 
    revenge. 
(Deadpool continues beating the biker) 
(Datum 39) 
As seen in Extract (13), Deadpool is fighting against Francis’ men. He defeats the men 
in order to take a revenge to their boss, Francis whom has turned Deadpool into a 
horrible look mutant. In his monologue, he describes his revenge as a dick-kicking 
revenge which contextually means beating unpleasant people, not kicking someone’s 
penis as demonstrated through the use of dick to hurt the addressee. The incongruous 
use of dick-kicking to refer to hitting the addressee’s genital organ with the truth, i.e. 
defeating an enemy creates hilarity.  
e. Dysphemistic Swearing 
Dysphemistic swearing in the movie is employed by characters to show others 
how unpleasant something is by using other expression which is coarser in terms of 
sense than the ordinary expression. Therefore, swearing in this manner makes the 
swearers seemingly rude or impolite.  
Extracts (14) and (15) demonstrate how dysphemistic swearing is deployed by 
characters. The first extract in dysphemistic swearing depicts a conversation between 
Dopinder and Deadpool when Deadpool is going to find Francis.  
(14) DEADPOOL : Or else the whole world tastes like Mama June after hot yoga. 
DOPINDER : Sir, what does Miss Mama June taste like? 
DEADPOOL : Like two hobos fucking in a shoe filled with piss. 
DOPINDER : Okay, stop. 
(Datum 1 and 2) 
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Deadpool and Dopinder meet each other for the first time in Dopinder’s taxi. They are 
talking about not making the same mistake as Deadpool because the consequence is 
very bad by using Mama June, who is a female character that is physically described 
as socially undesirable (Urban Dictionary, 2014). Dopinder, then, asks further about 
the woman; however, Deadpool seems misunderstood with Dopinder’s question. 
Accordingly as illustrated in Extract (14), Deadpool uses hobos who are having coitus 
with urine inside a shoe. Instead saying having coitus and urine which possess neutral 
senses, Deadpool prefers to deploy explicit expressions, i.e. fucking and piss which are 
more impolite. To sum up, those expressions, the taste of Mama June which is like 
having sex in a wet shoe are employed to show the disagreeable condition of life due 
to a problem related to love.  
 Other illustration is a dialogue between Deadpool and his close friend, Weasel 
at Weasel’s working place. Extract (15) below displays dysphemistic swearing which 
is taken from datum number 100.  
(15) DEADPOOL : What is that? 
WEASEL : That’s the shit emoji. It’s the turd with the smiling face and the  
  eyes. I thought it was chocolate yogurt for so long.  
DEADPOOL : I need guns. 
(Datum 100) 
Deadpool receives a message from Francis stating that Deadpool has to come to 
Francis, and the message is ended with a brown emoticon. Feeling that he does not 
understand the emoticon, Deadpool wonders what the smiley is. Weasel accordingly 
explains that the emoticon is a smiling feces emoticon by using the scatological 
expression, shit in Extract (15). The term stands for a piece of human or animal solid 
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waste or excrement; the aim of using shit instead of feces or poop is to talk harshly 
because the speaker disobeys social politeness.  
f. Idiomatic Swearing 
Speakers in Miller’s Deadpool exercise idiomatic swearing because they want 
to convey their points in non-ordinary ways. Several examples representing this kind 
of swearing are explained in Extract (16) – (18).  
(16) DEADPOOL : And that’s why we do it. But mostly the money. 
GIRL  : Think you could fuck up my step-dad? 
(Datum 24) 
After doing his job for making Jeremy frightened, Deadpool comes to Megan at a park 
to give her Jeremy’s photos showing Jeremy’s scared face. As demonstrated in Extract 
(16), Deadpool did the job for Megan for the sake of money. A girl, Megan’s friend, 
asks Deadpool angrily whether he could damage her father physically because of what 
Deadpool did to her step-father. In her question, the girl deploys fuck up which the 
meaning is to bring harm, to damage, or to injure someone physically. The meaning of 
the expression is peculiar, as the expression is different from ordinary expressions 
which the meaning can be interpreted by examining each word. In other words, the 
meaning of fuck up cannot be deducible from the literal meaning of fuck and the literal 
meaning of up, for the expression serves as a unity in which the meaning is already 
fixed. Moreover, the girl’s strong emotion is expressed through the usage of such 
expression.  
 Not only is swearing fuck up utilized when a speaker is emotional, but it can 
also be used when the situation is relaxed. Extract (17) in which Vanessa and Wade are 
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having a conversation can portray how swearing fuck up can be used in a relaxed 
situation.  
(17) VANESSA : We can fight this. Besides, I just realized something. You win.      
  Your life is officially way more fucked up than mine. 
   WADE : I love you. 
(Datum 44) 
In Extract (17), Vanessa and Wade are talking about Wade’s terminal cancer. Vanessa 
tries to cheer Wade up by giving him spirit. Vanessa, next, recalls past event when they 
argued at Sister Margaret’s about whose life is worse. Vanessa now admits that her 
boyfriend’s life is worse than hers. To say the comparison that Wade’s life is worse, 
she uses more fucked up. Consequently, there is no indication of intention to attack 
Wade verbally. Here, the meaning of such expression cannot be interpreted anyway, as 
it is conceptual.  
 In addition to the preceding examples, Wade’s command to his fellow mutant 
in Extract (18) also depicts swearing which involves an idiom.  
(18) DEADPOOL : Finish fucking her the fuck up! 
COLOSSUS : Language, please! 
(Datum 112) 
Francis’ army is attacking Deadpool and Negasonic by firing at them. Seeing Colossus 
fighting against one mutant whom is on Francis’ side, Deadpool cries to Colossus to 
defeat the mutant woman by using fucking up. Fucking up refers to an act of injuring 
someone physically. On the other hand, the expression itself does nothing with harming 
people because the sex-themed swear word is only an expression which is used to 
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denote the action of abusing literally although it is considerably impolite by Colossus 
so that he wants Deadpool to be careful in using language.  
2. Motivational Factors for Swearing 
This part discusses answers for objective number two which deals with 
motivational factors for swearing. There are ten motivational factors revealed in 
Miller’s Deadpool, i.e. anger/tension-release, emphasis, story-telling, shock, intimacy, 
vulnerability, and others. On the other hand, the study found that habit motive and 
normality motive do not exist in the motion picture.  
Habit motive which deals with awareness of swearing does not occur because 
there is no overuse of swear words, which is similar to fuck patois, in one single 
utterance indicating the characters’ less awareness of what they are doing. Furthermore, 
normality motive which deals with swearing as a fulfillment of social expectation are 
also not found because there is not any indication that a character swear because his/her 
group expects him/her to swear. Although those two motivational factors do not exist 
in the movie, there are categories under others which are newly found covering 
description, aversion, pain, and surprise.  
a. Anger/tension-release 
Under this motive, speakers exercise swearing practices due to negative 
psychological reactions, i.e. annoyance, tensed, or frustration.  Extract (19) below 
describes how a speaker employs swearing when the negative emotions drive him.  
(19) WADE : You bet on me to die. Wow. Motherfucker! You’re the 
world’s worst friend. But joke’s on you. I’m living to 102, and 
then moving to the city of Detroit. 
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WEASEL : I’m sorry, I just wanted to win money. I never win anything. 
 
 (Datum 34) 
Wade and Weasel are making a bet on whom will be dead. When Wade picks Boothe, 
Weasel gives an unexpected answer; he chooses Wade to die. Knowing his best friend’s 
answer, Wade is disappointed and annoyed at Weasel because he never expects that his 
close friend will give such answer. To express his annoyance and disbelief to his friend, 
Wade then exclaims, Motherfucker! The use of incest-related term is not designed to 
injure the interlocutor because the italicized expression is not targeted to a specific 
addressee at all; it only serves as an indication of strong annoyance or high degree of 
anger at Weasel’s choice which is considerably an unpleasant option for Wade because 
Wade believes that a good friend does not expect his friend to die for the sake of 
winning a bet. He consequently feels angry and disappointed at Weasel. 
 The second example of anger/tension-release as a motivational factor for 
swearing is represented in Extract (20) in which in this conversation, Deadpool rages 
at Colossus, a mutant who has joined the X-Men.  
(20) COLOSSUS : We can't allow this Deadpool. Please, come quietly. 
DEADPOOL : You big, chrome, cock-gobbler! 
COLOSSUS : That's not nice. 
(Datum 51) 
Deadpool teases Negasonic because Negasonic is still a teenager, and Deadpool thinks 
that she should not have got involved in the fight between him and Francis. Because 
Colossus considers that Deadpool’s treatment is inappropriate to his young friend, 
Colossus warns Deadpool to stop bothering her, but Colossus’ warning is perceived as 
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a threat by Deadpool, so that it provokes Deadpool’s anger at Colossus. Deadpool, then, 
exclaims with the homophobic insult, cock-gobbler which denotatively refers to a 
person who gives fellatio, or someone who enjoys sucking a penis. Addressing the 
name to Colossus can represent as well as express Deadpool’s annoyance to the 
interlocutor because of Colossus’ warning.  
 Dissimilar with two previous examples which show vulgar or sexual terms to 
show anger, Extract (21) represents swearing for alleviating the strong emotions using 
a sacred act, damnation.  
(21) (The trio approaches the large platform.) 
NEGASONIC   : Where’s your duffel bag? 
DEADPOOL : Goddammit! We’ll do this the old-fashioned way. With two 
   swords… And maximum effort. Cue the music. 
(Datum 110) 
Deadpool realizes that he left his bag which is full of weapons in Dopinder’s taxi after 
Negasonic asks him the bag. Deadpool feels annoyed and disappointed at himself for 
the situation which he cannot handle, i.e. leaving the bag accidentally, so he uses 
Goddamnit! as an interjection for letting off his steam. Within his swearing, he invokes 
other-worldly power to reduce his emotional load.  
b. Emphasis 
Under this motive, speakers swear because they consider that their messages in 
a particular situation need to be intensified in order their points to be more noticeable 
by their interlocutors. Swearing indicating emphasis is represented by these following 
tabooed expressions, i.e. the fuck and fucking. The first and second example of 
swearing as emphases, i.e. Extract (22) is taken from a conversation between Wade and 
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Merchant during Wade’s unwelcomed visit at Merchant’s apartment. As seen in 
Extract (22), Wade does not utilize the fuck in a statement to assert his point, but he 
uses the fuck in a question to intensify the point of his questions.  
(22) (Wade Wilson calls out from the bathroom.) 
WADE : I did. Pineapple and olive? Sweet and salty. 
(The delivery boy hands the pizza to Wade.) 
MERCHANT : Fuck are you? The fuck you doing in my crib? 
(Datum 19 and 20) 
There is a pizza delivery agent coming to Merchant’s apartment according to an address 
that someone who previously placed the order. On the other hand, Merchant does not 
feel ordering the pizza, so he keeps insisting that he does not place the call. 
Unexpectedly as seen in Extract (22), there is a man, namely Wade coming out from 
Merchant’s toilet claiming the pizza. Feeling surprised and annoyed, Merchant 
questions the man’s identity and purpose with swearing. Merchant’s full expressions 
are Who the fuck are you? and What the fuck are you doing in my crib? The questions 
imply that Wade who is completely a stranger for Merchant should not have been in 
his apartment, particularly in his private toilet. To put it simply, the speaker is annoyed 
due to Wade’s presence at his private room. The speaker’s annoyance is expressed 
through questions which are all emphasized with the existence of the fuck. As a 
consequence, the existence of the swear word inserted in a question is to amplify 
Merchant’s point, i.e. questioning Wade’s identity and purpose. 
 Additionally, the original meaning of fuck in those two questions are already 
lost because they do not refer to any sexual activities at all. Despite the fact that fuck 
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does not retain its literal meaning, its taboo status remains. Thus, the taboo content 
makes fuck in Extract (22) can emphasize Merchant’s point.  
Another representation of swearing as emphasis can be illustrated in Extract 
(23) which shows Buck’s command to a man whom is lost in the fighting.  
(23) (The man breaks the stool over another man’s back. One of the mercs gets the 
better of the other and knocks him to the floor.) 
BUCK  : Stay the fuck down! 
(Datum 32) 
In Extract (23), there is a fight between several men at the bar initiated by a man, namely 
Buck. After Buck hits a black guy, the man falls down unconsciously. If the man does 
not want to get hurt anymore, Buck warns him to stay on which he lays. In order his 
intention to command the man for not moving is easily caught by the man, Buck 
accentuates his utterance through swearing the fuck. The fuck in those two questions only 
serves as an emphasis marker, and as a result, the italicized expression is not derogatory.   
Dissimilar with the previous extracts denoting swearing as an emphasis with 
noun phrases, the swear word in Extract (24) is deployed in a morphological manner, as 
it is used with the following expression as one lexical unity.  
(24) WADE :  And the only guy who can fix this fugly mug is the British  
 shitstick from the mutant factory, and he’s gone! Poof. 
WEASEL : Yeah, you’ve got to do something to remedy this, cause as of  
  now you only have on course of action. 
(Datum 77) 
Wade and Weasel are talking about Francis, a person who is able to repair the condition 
of Wade’s face, but unluckily, Wade does not know where Francis is now. To describe 
his facial condition, Wade utilizes fugly. The italicized expression in Extract 24 is the 
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contraction between fucking and ugly which describes the hideous quality of his own 
face. The swear word consequently serves to fill an adverbial function such as very, 
incredibly, or extremely which its existence is for showing an amount or a level. In 
other words, the morpheme fu- in fugly functions to represent a high degree of 
Deadpool’s ugliness.  
c. Part of Personality 
Swearing is used as a portrayal of the speakers’ natures in using language in 
their everyday lives. Here, not only is swearing intended to convey points because there 
is no strong emotions involved in the use of abrasive words, swearing also marks the 
characters’ characteristics or even identities. To be more detailed, some data indicating 
the part of personality motive found in Miller’s Deadpool are presented and explained 
in Extract (25).  
(25) MAN    : Fuck you, Wade. 
WADE : (Narrating) I’m just a bad guy who gets paid to fuck-up worse  
  guys.  
(He enters a building.) 
(Datum 26) 
Deadpool meets a man when he walking on a pavement after meeting Megan. He 
unreasonably punches the man right on his testicles. The man consequently exclaims 
involving Wade’s name. Regardless the man’s cry, Deadpool narrates about how he 
earns money by beating up bad people. In his narration, he chooses to say fuck up as a 
way of saying beating up people to get money. The speaker actually can articulate other 
words such as hit, defeat, or hammer which are more neutral, but he chooses fuck up 
which the sense is more unpleasant due to the literal meaning of fuck. The speaker in 
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this situation deploys the expression because he wants to show his behavior, i.e. talking 
dirty in the sense of action of using unpleasant words, not the topic of conversation. In 
other words, the choice of expression demonstrates that the speaker aims at displaying 
his way of everyday speaking.  Furthermore, when he performs such action, Deadpool 
does not reveal any anger or frustration. This is to say that there is nothing to do with 
strong emotions, and this swearing practice does not signal emotional internal state 
triggering the speaker. As a consequence, what the speaker is practicing only marks his 
behavior in using language.   
 The next example in Extract (26) is akin to the previous extract which contains 
fuck up for showing the speaker’s way of speaking.   
(26) DEADPOOL : What is that? 
WEASEL : That’s the shit emoji. It’s the turd with the smiling face and the  
  eyes. I thought it was chocolate yogurt for so long.  
 (Datum 100) 
Deadpool gets a text from Francis, but he does not know the sign in the message, so he 
asks his friend to tell him what the sign is. Weasel says that the sign is an emoticon for 
feces. On the contrary, instead of saying feces, poop, or excrement, he utilizes shit 
which is more unpleasant rather than other expressions in terms of sense. Additionally, 
Weasel employs the scatology-themed swear word relaxingly without any strong 
emotions so that it serves as a reflection of the speaker’s way of talking.  
 Last, Extract (27) portraying swearing which is deployed to display the 
speaker’s identity is taken from datum number 100. 
(27) VANESSA : We can fight this. Besides, I just realized something. You win.  
  Your life is officially way more fucked up than mine. 
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WADE : I love you. 
(Datum 44) 
Vanessa recalls her past memory with Wade when they met for the first time at Sister 
Margaret’s bar that she ever debated with Wade about whose life is more difficult. 
Then, Extract (37) demonstrates Vanessa’s confession on Wade’s life which is worse 
than hers. To say whose life is worse or more spoiled, she exploits fuck up. 
Nevertheless, Vanessa employs the expression without feeling angry at her lose on the 
debate. To put it simply, rage is not involved in this situation. The practice of 
articulating the sex-themed term casually, therefore, demonstrates the speaker’s style 
or way of speaking to display her profession as a prostitute that uses street language 
instead of academic language which is considered as a ‘respected speech.’  
d. Story-telling 
Within this motive, swearers exercise stigmatized, tabooed, or sacred 
expressions because they want to deliver a good story which the main intention is to 
amuse others or the speakers themselves by being funny. In other words, this motive 
serves to display a positive result of employing tabooed expressions.  
These following three extracts are shown to represent swearing which the 
speakers wish to entertain the interlocutors or the swearers themselves. This first 
extract, Extract (28) indicating swearing for amusement demonstrates that the speaker 
exercises swearing in the form of exclamation for being mischievous in his monologue.  
(28) (He searches one of the cars.) 
DEADPOOL : What the shit biscuit! Where you at, Francis? 
(Datum 15) 
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After Deadpool killed three men with one bullet, Deadpool is looking for Francis in a 
broken car, but he cannot find Francis. Deadpool, because he cannot find his target, 
exclaims, What the shit biscuit! This expression is not expressed because frustration 
triggers him to swear for his inability to find Francis. Deadpool mischievously utters 
the exclamation which makes the speaker sound mischievous. According to the 
situation, Deadpool intends to be hilarious because the speaker does not refer to any 
kind of specific biscuit, or a particular type of biscuit which he dislikes which the 
distaste is seen from the usage of shit to modify biscuit; he expresses the expletive 
interjection for the sake of storytelling or to make his utterance more entertaining 
because it is hilarious.  
 Another example of swearing which is employed as storytelling is represented 
through Extract (29).  
(29) DEADPOOL : Wait! Wait! 
ARMY : Cease fire! Cease fire! 
DEADPOOL : Fellas, hey, you only work for shit-speckled Muppet fart. So,  
  I’mma give you a chance for y’all to lay down your firearms  
  in exchange for preferential, bordering on gentle, possibly…   
  even lover-like treatment. 
(Datum 105) 
Francis’ army keeps shooting Deadpool and Negasonic. Deadpool, then, waves his 
white underwear as a sign for peace from behind a broken car. Seeing the sign, one 
soldier requests others to stop firing at Deadpool and Negasonic. Deadpool accordingly 
persuades the men to make peace with him by laying their weapons down. In addition 
to the persuasion, Deadpool also makes a jocular insult, shit-speckled Muppet fart in 
Extract (29) which is addressed to the army’s superordinate, Francis. Although the 
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expression is derogatory for Francis because the speaker compares him with excretory 
terms, his main motive is to create a joke to interrupt the army from shooting Deadpool 
and Negasonic.  
Last, Extract (30) is a dialogue between Weasel and the main character, Wade 
at the pub which portrays swearing performing as a story-telling motive. 
(30) WADE : Kelly, Kelly, Kelly, Kelly. Take that over there to Buck, please  
   and tell him its’s from Booth. Little foreplay.  
WEASEL  : Remind me what good will come of this? 
WADE  : I don’t take the shit, I just disturb them. 
(Datum 29) 
Deadpool request a woman to hand a drink for Buck. Weasel wonders his friend’s 
purpose of giving drink containing coffee-flavored alcoholic drink which is mixed 
cream-based liquor, and is added with whipped cream. Deadpool says that he does not 
want to drink his order which he calls it as the shit, but he wants to give it to provoke 
a mess. The shit which is used instead of the drink as a joke is utilized to break the ice 
because Weasel tends to be serious.   
e. Intimacy 
Not only does swearing serve as a reflexive means, i.e. anger, frustration, or 
tension, swearing can also run a social motive which bonds the social relation between 
a swearer and an interlocutor. Speakers here exercise swearing because they want to 
solidify the social relation with the addressees or audience, or the sense of friendship 
with the interlocutor.  
These three extracts represent the whole data which is intended to promote 
friendliness to the addressee. The extracts are taken from datum 1, 2, and 30.  
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(31) DEADPOOL : Or else the whole world tastes like Mama June after hot yoga. 
DOPINDER : Sir, what does Miss Mama June taste like? 
DEADPOOL : Like two hobos fucking in a shoe filled with piss. 
DOPINDER : Okay, stop. 
(Datum 1 and 2) 
Deadpool is suggesting the taxi driver to avoid a mistake which Deadpool has done. 
Otherwise, he says that everything will feel unpleasant by comparing the 
unpleasantness of life without love with vagrants whom are having sex without putting 
off their shoes which is wet due to urine. As illustrated in Extract (31), Deadpool 
deploys the italicized expressions, i.e. fucking and piss which are illicit to refer 
respectively to having sex and urinating. Although having sex and fucking basically 
denote the same activity, fucking is socially more unacceptable to be expressed rather 
than having sex which the expression tends to be more neutral. Similarly, piss tends to 
be more impolite, and piss is more restricted in the use because it is considerably taboo. 
Furthermore, saying the expressions to a newly met person does not mean that 
Deadpool does not want to show a sufficient degree of respect to the interlocutor; by 
expressing the tabooed expressions, Deadpool tries to eliminate formality with 
Dopinder which marks social distance considering that they just met for the first time. 
As a result, the expression signals intimacy promoted by Deadpool to the taxi driver. 
 Last, Extract (32) demonstrates swearing as the positive interpersonal motive. 
This extract is taken from Wade and Weasel’s conversation at Weasel’s working place.  
(32) BUCK  : Boothe! Oh! Easy, man. Hold up! Hold up! What do you want? 
WADE : Cheers. To your health. 
WEASEL : Fuck you. 
(One of the fat old men in black picks up a stool.) 
(Datum 30) 
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Buck is annoyed by a drink consisting kahlua, baileys, and whipped cream which is 
given by Wade, but he thinks that Boothe is the culprit. Buck, therefore, starts a fight 
with Boothe. As shown by Extract (32), without feeling guilt for what Wade has done, 
he innocently invites Weasel to enjoy a glass of beer for the sake of Weasel’s health. 
Weasel as a response says, Fuck you. relaxingly to his close friend while enjoying the 
drink. What seems to be an insult is not obnoxious under this circumstance, as the 
expression is deployed to encourage intimacy or show degree of friendliness. The 
expression Fuck you. is restricted in the use due to its power to offend people unless 
the speaker is willing to bear the negative social consequences of the action. Only a 
person with social closeness to the hearer can express the abrasive word relaxingly 
without fearing a potential social sanction from the addressee for the word. Expressing 
it to a particular addressee, thus, implies the social closeness between the speaker and 
the interlocutor.  
f. Vulnerability  
Not only does swearing represent the speakers’ anger or frustration, but 
swearing can also display the speaker’s extreme fear. Here, there are only two data 
from the whole data as representative examples for swearing as vulnerability. Extract 
(33) as the first illustration is taken from a dialogue between Wade, Jeremy, and 
Merchant at Merchant’s apartment.  
(33) WADE : Is it bread crust? 
JEREMY : Oh, God, I hope not. 
MERCHANT  : Woah, man, look. If this is about that poker game, I told him, I  
  told Howie that uh… Just uh, just take whatever you want. 
(Datum 21) 
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Extract (33) demonstrates Jeremy’s fear on Wade’s gun pointed to his head. As seen 
on Extract (33), while Wade is asking Jeremy whether there is a bread crust or not on 
his pizza, he points his gun to Jeremy’s head. Feeling petrified, Jeremy exclaims using 
a deistic term, God as a response to Wade’s action. Exclaiming, Oh God! is swearing 
because it is God is a religiously sacred term which is expressed in vain and articulated 
emotionally in the petrified situation which provokes Jeremy to curse.  
 Second, Extract (34) demonstrate a scatological term which is deployed for 
expressing extreme fear can be seen from Vanessa’s utterance.  
(34) VANESSA : Wade! 
DEADPOOL : I got a plan. You’re not gonna like it.  
VANESSA : Shit, shit, shit! 
(Datum 121) 
The broken mothership collapses because of an explosion triggered by Negasonic. For 
this reason, everything, including Vanessa on the mothership falls onto the ground. 
Since Vanessa is about to fall, Deadpool runs to save Vanessa. He, then, puts her 
girlfriend into the glass tube which is previously used to cage Vanessa. However, both 
Vanessa and Deadpool nearly fall. Because of extreme fear of falling, Vanessa swears 
using the scatological term three times continuously. In this context, swearing that way 
accordingly helps Vanessa to express or to cope with her fear.  
g. A Way to Shock 
According to the findings, speakers in Miller’s Deadpool also swear because 
they aim at shocking others. These following extracts represent how swearing in the 
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movie can be utilized as a way for shocking others, and the first example of the motive 
for swearing is explained in Extract (35).  
(35) DEADPOOL : Oh, that's because it's Christmas Day, Dopinder. And I'm after      
 someone on my naughty list. I've been waiting one year, three   
 weeks... six days and, oh...Fourteen minutes to make him fix  
 what he did to me. 
DOPINDER : And what did he do to you? 
DEADPOOL : This shit. Boo! 
(Datum 3) 
After mentioning Deadpool’s naughty list, Dopinder wonders what the person did to 
Deadpool, so he wants the person very bad. To answer the taxi driver’s question, 
Deadpool uncovers his mark, and at the same time, he swears, this shit which the 
expression refers to his disfigured face. The significant of using the scatological term 
is to borrow the sense of unpleasantness from feces which is smelly and disgusting. 
The employment of such expression, therefore, can be used to shock the interlocutor 
considering they just met, and Dopinder does not know anything about Deadpool’s 
horrible face.  
 Similar to the previous example which uses the scatological term, the next 
instance, Extract (36) also demonstrates swearing with a scatological theme, but the 
meaning in Extract (36) is different from Extract (35).  
(36) COLOSSUS : (To Francis) Stay right here. You've been warned before,  
  Deadpool. This is a shameful and reckless use of your powers.  
  You will both be coming with us. 
DEADPOOL : Look, Colossus! I don't have time for the goody-two-shoes 
  bullshit right now! And... you are? 
(Datum 48) 
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Bullshit literally means excrement of cows, but what Deadpool means in Extract (36) 
is not solid waste of cattle; the expression contextually denotes a nonsense or a 
worthless warning. Furthermore, to make context clearer, the goody-two-shoes refers 
to a virtuous or well-mannered person while bullshit here can be meant nonliterally. 
Deadpool requires the expression to substitute Colossus’ pretentious statement that he 
exercises his power wrongly. Responding Colossus with the expression with its 
negative connotation is aimed at shocking Colossus as the interlocutor, for the 
underlying reason for using the scatological term is to reject Colossus’ statement.  
 Unlike the two previous extracts which illustrate the protagonist’s swearing 
with scatological terms, in Extract (37), the main character swears with a copulation-
related term.  
(37) COLOSSUS : Wade, please. 
DEADPOOL : Cock shot! 
(With his good hand, he punches Colossus in the crotch. This does nothing but 
break his hand.) 
(Datum 59) 
Wade feels annoyed, as when he talks to Colossus, Francis whom previously gets 
caught is released. Deadpool, then, beats Colossus with his hand, but he breaks his own 
hand. Although Colossus has warned him to stop fighting against him, Deadpool still 
tries to defeat Colossus by beating his testicles while crying, Cock shot! In this 
situation, the expression has nothing to do with ejaculating sperm since it cannot be 
meant literally. Cock shot contextually refers to pouching Colossus’ testicles, and is 
expressed in sudden. Thus, the employment of cock shot serves as a way to shock the 
addressee because it is expressed abruptly before hitting the target’s testicles. 
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h. Others 
In addition to the seven out of nine motives found in the motion picture, there 
are also additional or different motives which have not been explained by Stapleton 
(2003) such as aversion, pain, and surprise. 
1) Aversion 
When speakers deploy a swear word which attaches to a person or a thing, the 
expression does not necessarily show intensity or emphasize a point; sometimes 
speakers only aim at disapproving the following element without intensifying it. 
Moreover vis-à-vis the findings, there are some cases that swearers employ swear 
words to show distaste/aversion to the referent. Some examples found in Miller’s 
Deadpool are explained in Extract (38) – (41).  
(38) (WADE is on a stretcher.) 
WADE : (Narrating) The one that sent you down the road to shitsburgh.  
  This, well, this was mine. 
(Datum 62) 
In this scene, after Deadpool cut his own hand, he jumps into a garbage truck. On the 
truck, he narrates to the audience of the movie about something which brings him to 
an unpleasant place which he calls as shitsburgh. The morpheme shits- serves to tell 
the unpleasantness for -burgh referring to a place. By using the scatological expression, 
the speaker tries to borrow the unpleasantness or disgust from the literal meaning of 
shit, and the consequence of employing shit, therefore, is to condemn the place by 
giving the negative sense of feces which it possesses.  
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In addition to morpheme shits- used to show the speaker’s aversion to a person, 
there is another morpheme, i.e. fuck- which is deployed to show distaste or dislike. The 
example of such morpheme is represented in Extract (39).  
(39) COLOSSUS : Why? 
DEADPOOL : You were droning on! Sure, I may be stuck looking like  
  pepperoni flatbread, but at least fuckface won't heal from that.  
  If wearing superhero tights means sparing psychopaths, then       
  maybe I wasn't meant to wear 'em. Not everyone monitors a  
  hall like you.  
(Datum 125) 
Colossus has suggested Wade not to kill anyone, but he still does. Colossus accordingly 
asks Deadpool’s action for shooting Francis’ soldier. Deadpool argues that although 
his face cannot be fixed, he can at least take a revenge at Francis by killing his soldiers. 
As seen from the conversation, Deadpool does not utilize fuckface for denoting a 
disagreeable person, but it refers to his own face which looks bad. The existence of 
morpheme fuck- is, then, to give an additional meaning bad, horrible, or unpleasant to 
his face. As a consequence, there is nothing to do with intensifying face considering 
face is not gradable.  
The next example of aversion or distaste is represented in Extract (40) which 
involves fucking indicating dislike/aversion.  
(40) WEASEL : I put all my money on you, and I just realized I'm never going  
     to win the – 
WADE : Deadpool. Captain Deadpool. No, just Deadpool. Yeah. 
WEASEL : Yeah. To you, Mr. Pool. That sounds like a fucking franchise 
(Datum 83) 
Wade is seeing Weasel’s board on which there are two words, i.e. dead and pool which 
draw his attention. Next, Wade combines the words into Deadpool as his nickname as 
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a hero, but Weasel disagrees with Wade on the name, as it sounds like a brand. To show 
his distaste on Wade’s nickname, Weasel utilizes fucking. The italicized expression in 
Extract (40), therefore, serves as an adjective of dislike, as the expression disapproves 
the referent, franchise.  
 Last, there is also other expression of swearing as aversion indicating that the 
speaker disapproves a person, i.e. motherfucking which is illustrated in Extract (41).  
(41) WEASEL : Relax, relax. Okay… I think that— 
DEADPOOL : Oh, I'm gonna rip this motherfucking –find that, find it, or I’m  
  gonna get angry. 
(Datum 99) 
Weasel tries to calm Deadpool down, for Deadpool knows that Vanessa is kidnapped 
as a bait by Francis for catching Deadpool. For this reason, Deadpool feels furious. 
When he tells his plan to beat his enemy, there is a phone ringing interrupting 
Deadpool’s utterance. Within his utterance, Deadpool says motherfucking which he 
will attach to Francis, but since there is a phone ringing, he does not complete his 
utterance. Motherfucking in the utterance serves as an adjective used for giving 
information that the speaker that Deadpool dislikes Francis as the referent.  
2) Pain 
Similar to aversion motive, pain motive is also reflexive. Pain motive occurs 
because of feeling physical suffering triggering the speakers to swear. In other words, 
this motive of swearing is similar to stab-toe swearing because both of which deal with 
relieving pain. Swearing in this case help the swearers as a pain-coping strategy, so 
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swearing serves as a pain endurance mechanism. Extract (42) demonstrates how pain 
triggers a speaker to swear. 
(42) DEADPOOL : Damn it! Maximum effort! 
(He flings the machine with Vanessa inside it out of the way of the platform, as 
the platform falls down completely.) 
(Datum 122) 
A big glass tube containing Vanessa is about to fall from the aircraft carrier. Deadpool 
holds it to save Vanessa. Feeling that the tube is very heavy, Deadpool swears. He tries 
to stand with the load of the object. Deadpool cries, Damn it! to express the pain of 
holding the big tube. In this situation, Deadpool tries to hold his physical pain in order 
to be able to hold the tube longer to save Vanessa from falling to the ground. As a 
consequence, this use of swear word portrays that swearing is driven by pain which 
makes swearing able to be used as a pain-coping strategy.  
3) Surprise 
Within this motivational factor, speakers swears, for there is a situation or a 
person shocks them. Therefore to stabilize their psychological condition, the speakers 
exercise swearing. The first example of swearing under surprise motive is shown by 
Extract (43).  
(43) WEASEL : Yeah, how about wheat grass. Excellent for the immune  
  system. 
WADE : Jesus Christ, you sound like Vanessa. Here, check it out. She's  
  sending away for all these colorful clinic brochures. 
(Datum 45) 
Weasel pays attention to Wade’s health condition which is getting worse because of 
the terminal cancer. Weasel’s care to his close friend’s condition is shown by giving 
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Wade healthy drink. Because of Weasel’s unusual treatment to him, Wade cries, Jesus 
Christ which is considered to be a deistic swear word because he is astonished by the 
similarity between Weasel and Wade’s girlfriend, Vanessa. Swearing Jesus Christ here 
allows the user to express him to express his astonishment.  
 Another instance of swearing for such reason is found in Extract (44) in which 
Deadpool’s exclamation when he is talking with Negasonic.  
(44) NEGASONIC : Negasonic Teenage Warhead. 
DEADPOOL : Negasonic Teenage... What the shit! That's the coolest name  
  ever! So what, you're like his sidekick? 
(Datum 49) 
Negasonic mentions her name to Deadpool. Because Deadpool considers that the 
teenager’s name is unique, he is surprised. As a consequence, he exclaims, What the 
shit! which literally does not mean anything. However, the situation does not require 
the hearer to interpret the expression literally, as it serves as an indication of 
astonishment. Since the expression is used as a way for expressing surprise, surprise is 
Deadpool’s reason for swearing.  
 In conclusion, types of swearing emerging in Miller’s Deadpool are abusive 
swearing, emphatic swearing, idiomatic swearing, humorous swearing, cathartic 
swearing, and dysphemistic swearing. As a result, it demonstrates that all types of 
swearing appear in the motion picture. Additionally, only seven from nine motivational 
factors for swearing which are theorized by Stapleton (2003) occur; the two factors do 
not appear due to the limitation of context. Also, the study also reveals that there are 
three new emerging motivational factors in the movie. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
This chapter comprises of two main sections, i.e. conclusions and suggestions. 
The first section deals with the summaries of the research which are drawn from the 
two objectives in Chapter I:  types of swearing and motivational factors for swearing. 
Furthermore, the second section presents suggestions for future researchers and readers 
in general.  
A. Conclusions 
Conclusions which can be drawn according to the research findings and 
discussion are mentioned as follows. 
1. In relation to the first objective which is to identify and illuminate the types of 
swearing in Miller’s Deadpool, the study reveals that there are six categories of 
swearing practices found in the motion picture, i.e. emphatic swearing, abusive 
swearing, cathartic swearing, humorous swearing, dysphemistic swearing, and 
idiomatic swearing. Emphatic swearing is deployed to add meaning to the following 
element. Next, abusive swearing is realized through derogatory terms as a verbal attack. 
Then, cathartic swearing appears as interjections which speakers utilize as reflexes due 
to abrupt or sudden situations. Afterwards, humorous swearing appearing in the object 
under the study is done by an incongruous use between swear word and the object, a 
mockery to an unlucky condition, and dominance. Additionally, dysphemistic swearing 
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is realized by the use of tabooed expressions to substitute the neutral ones. Last, 
idiomatic swearing is done by the conceptual use of sexual terms. 
2. Vis-à-vis the second objective of the research, i.e. to reveal the characters’ 
motivational factors for using swear words, the research shows that the characters’ 
motivational factors for swearing are various as seen from seven out of nine factors 
appearing in the movie such as anger/tension-release, intimacy, part of personality, 
story-telling, emphasis, a way to shock, and vulnerability. The two motivational 
factors, i.e. normality and habit which are not found in the motion picture, for there is 
no single utterance indicating swearing as a fulfillment of the social expectation and 
lack of awareness of swearing. Lack of awareness for swearing is characterized by a 
repetitive and unintentional action for using a swear word in one communicative event, 
but such swearing does not emerge during the analysis. Additionally, this study reveals 
noteworthy findings; there are other motivational factors for swearing which have not 
been stated in the expert’s theory emerging in the film, i.e. aversion in which speakers 
deploy swear words for disapproving things or people; surprise, in which swearing 
appears as a reflex of a swift situation; and pain, which explains the existence of 
swearing as a pain endurance strategy.   
B. Suggestions 
Regarding to the conclusions of the research, the researcher postulates some 
suggestions for the following parties.  
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1. Readers in general  
The researcher suggests readers to be more aware of the “bad” label of swearing. 
Swearing which is labeled as bad language due to the stigmatized expressions and their 
associations is not always bad.  The study reveals the contradictory ideas in swearing; 
swearing is good when it is deployed properly in an appropriate context.  
2. Future researchers 
Swearing in a specific scope is worth examining, i.e. contradictory ideas in 
swearing: swearing is considerably tabooed for the stigmatized expressions which are 
forbidden in the public discourse, but there are positive outcomes of swearing such as 
swearing as humor, swearing as emphasis marker, and swearing as a solidarity signal 
which need a special attention. As a consequence, choosing a specific topic of swearing 
will help the future researcher be more focused and gain a more detailed insight on the 
practices of swearing.  
In addition to the selection of focus, its approach and type of research should be 
considered. First, swearing is issued in movies, newspapers, or radio. Corresponding 
to media, swearing in media is worth attention topic. Therefore, combining 
sociolinguistics and discourse of broadcasting is necessary to examine and reveal the 
indecency of a movie or a program or to evaluate the rating code with respect to a 
specific context. Second, mixed method design is a good choice for observing swearing 
in media because the frequency of swearing practices will show how frequent swearing 
appears which the censorship board will use as an evaluation whether a particular 
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object is acceptable or not. The qualitative method will help the future researcher 
examine the tabooed practices deeper.  
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A. THE DATA SHEET OF TYPES AND MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS FOR SWEARING MILLER’S DEADPOOL 
Types of Swearing Motivational Factors for Swearing 
Notes:   Notes: 
AS : Abusive Swearing DS : Dysphemistic Swearing ST : Story-telling IN : Intimacy HA : Habit 
HS : Humorous Swearing IS : Idiomatic Swearing EP : Emphasis VU : Vulnerability OT : Others 
EM : Emphatic Swearing CS : Cathartic Swearing NO : Normality SH : A Way to   
  Shock 
  
    AR : Anger/Tension- 
  Release 
PP : Part of  
  Personality  
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1. DEADPOOL: Or 
else the whole world 
tastes like Mama 
June after hot yoga. 
 
DOPINDER: Sir, 
what does Miss 
Mama June taste 
like? 
 
DEADPOOL: Like 
two hobos fucking1 in 
a shoe filled with 
piss2. 
 
DOPINDER: Okay, 
stop. 
   √        √      D1: fucking 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing  
Fucking is deployed to describe 
copulation. The choice of using fucking 
instead of having sex or sleeping with 
is simply to talk coarsely because the 
expression fucking is socially less 
acceptable in the public than having sex 
or sleeping with. 
 Motivational factor: intimacy  
Deadpool tries to create social 
closeness with Dopinder by saying 
indecent expressions which indicates 
informality. For that reason, fucking 
promotes intimacy to the interlocutor.  
 Context: 
Deadpool just met Dopinder for the 
first time in a taxi. They are talking 
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about their love, and Deadpool 
unexpectedly tells about having sex.  
2.    √        √      D2: piss 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing  
Piss is used literally to refer to urine. 
According to its usage, piss is more 
impolite than using urine or pee. The 
employment of piss is in contrast to the 
euphemism of urine, i.e. pee. As a 
result, piss is coarser than urine or pee, 
and it is less acceptable to be used 
publically.  
 Motivational factor: intimacy  
Deadpool deploys piss, which is less 
acceptable in the public area because 
the speaker would like to eliminate 
social boundary between him and the 
interlocutor whom he just met.  
 Context:  
 Both people are discussing the 
happiness of life due to the presence of 
love when they hold their love. 
Otherwise, life turns into 
unpleasantness.  
3. DEADPOOL: Oh, 
that's because it's 
Christmas Day, 
Dopinder. And I'm 
after someone on my 
 √             √   D3: this shit  
 Type: humorous swearing  
The use of the excrement-themed 
swear word belongs to a humorous 
swearing because what the swearer 
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naughty list. I've 
been waiting one 
year, three weeks... 
six days and, 
oh...Fourteen 
minutes to make him 
fix what he did to 
me. 
 
DOPINDER: And 
what did he do to 
you? 
 
DEADPOOL: This 
shit3. Boo!  
means is not the literal meaning of shit, 
i.e. feces, but his face. This context 
demonstrates that Deadpool makes fun 
of himself because his face looks bad, 
but he does not feel bad having that 
face. Moreover, humor in this situation 
is realized through mocking misfortune 
to generate a jocular effect.  
 Motivational factors: a way to shock 
Deadpool swears shit as his way to 
shock Dopinder since Deadpool creates 
the joke while uncovering his scary 
face to surprise the interlocutor. 
 Context:  
Dopinder changes the topic discussion 
from sex to Deadpool’s reason for 
wearing the red suit. To answer the 
question, Deadpool uncover his face 
under his red mask. 
4. (Francis drops the 
man, who chokes a 
little.) 
 
FRANCIS: Pleasure 
doing business with 
you. 
 
(He walks away. He 
and his men leave.) 
 
  √             √  D4: fucking mutant 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Fucking is designed adjectivally to help 
the speaker to specify the mutant to 
whom he refers.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
The employment of fucking indicates 
Man’s dislike at Francis whom the man 
refer to mutant. Fucking represents 
distaste because the presence of fucking 
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MAN: Fucking4 
mutant. 
is deployed as a pejorative which 
disapproves the headword mutant.  
 Context: 
Francis’ goods for the businessman are 
delayed, so that Francis tells the man to 
be patient by choking the man.  
5. (Deadpool begins 
patting his costume, 
looking for 
something. He looks 
in the backseat.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Aw, 
shit!5 I forgot my 
ammo bag! 
     √   √         D5: Aw, shit! 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
The employment of Aw, shit! indicates 
that forgetting the weapons is a 
misfortune for Deadpool. The 
exclamation is accordingly performed 
as a response for something unwanted.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool feels frustrated on himself 
and angry at the situation which 
happens unexpectedly and suddenly, 
and by swearing, he releases the 
negative emotions verbally.  Swearing 
in this manner, therefore, serves as 
Deadpool’s emotional handling 
strategy.  
 Context:  
During the mission for searching 
Francis, all weapons prepared are 
forgotten to be brought. 
6. DOPINDER: Shall 
we turn back? 
      √   √         D6: Fuck it. 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
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DEADPOOL: Nope, 
no time. Fuck it6. I 
got this. Nine, ten, 
eleven, twelve 
bullets, or bust. 
We’re here! 
 
 
Cathartic swearing is marked by the 
existence of the emotional situation, 
i.e. misfortune which provokes 
Deadpool to swear, and the use of short 
expression expressed emotionally.   
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deploying the expletive fuck it helps 
the speaker to reduce his frustration on 
the situation which he cannot control, 
i.e. having insufficient time to take the 
bag. 
 Context:  
Deadpool forgot bringing his bag. 
Although the taxi driver offers him to 
return, yet Deadpool refuses because 
he does not have enough time.  
7. (He walks off of the 
side of the bridge, 
landing in one of the 
cars in the convoy. 
He beats all of the 
men in the car, 
sending one flying 
out the back, and 
barely holding on. 
Deadpool laughs at 
him. One of the men 
takes his head and 
 √     √           D7: cock-shot! 
 Type: humorous swearing 
Deadpool utilized cock-shot for being 
playful. The playfulness can be seen 
from the use of interjection, Ha! which 
is generally used to indicate a good 
situation after the bad one. 
Furthermore, what he means by cock-
shot is not ejaculating his sperm to the 
interlocutor, but punching one of 
Francis' men. 
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
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slams it into a car 
seat.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Cock-
shot7. Ha! 
The underlying reason for swearing is 
story-telling because Deadpool does 
not intend to say an ejaculation when 
having sex, but his punch for a man. 
Therefore, Deadpool’s motive for 
swearing is that he aims at making a 
joke.  
 Context:  
Deadpool is beating Francis’ men in 
one among cars in a convoy.  
8. DEADPOOL: Shit!8 
Did I leave the stove 
on? 
     √          √  D8: Shit!  
 Type: cathartic swearing 
Deadpool exercises the scatological 
themed swearword which is 
meaningless when the expression is 
interpreted literally because the usage 
in the situation does not demonstrate 
the denotative meaning of shit, i.e. 
feces. Nonetheless, the short and 
emotive expression plays a role to 
show that something unwanted occurs.  
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Due to the emotional urge, i.e. shock, 
Deadpool alleviates his shock through 
swearing shit which is articulated 
abruptly. The scatology-themed 
swearword therefore is deployed as a 
surprise-alleviating strategy.  
 Context: 
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After fighting against the men in the car 
which there is nobody driving, 
Deadpool is thrown out from the car. 
During the moment, he remembers 
whether he has switched the stove off.  
9. (He jumps into the 
air, quickly firing off 
two shots. The 
casings say 12 and 
11. Two men get shot 
in the head. The men 
begin shooting again. 
One rides past on a 
motorcycle, shooting 
as he goes. Deadpool 
looks down at his 
arm.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Shit9! 
     √   √         D9: Shit! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
Deadpool’s expletive can be 
considered to be cathartic swearing, as 
the expression is brief, uttered 
forcefully and in an emotional 
condition, and followed by an 
exclamation mark.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release  
Deadpool’s reason for swearing is 
anger release, for swearing shit is used 
to express his rage at Francis 
considering that Francis shot him right 
on his right hand.  
 Context:  
Deadpool hides behind a car because of 
the limited number of bullets. When 
hiding, he is shot on his right hand. 
Because of that, Deadpool can see 
Francis from the hole.  
10. DEADPOOL: 
Motherfucker!10 Ten. 
(He shoots and 
     √   √         D10: Motherfucker! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
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misses). Shit!11 Nine. 
(He shoots and 
misses). Fuck!12 
Eight. (He shoots and 
misses). Shit fuck!13 
 
 
 
 
 
Deadpool swears the incest-themed 
swear word forcefully, yet the swear 
word is not abusive because it is not 
targeted to anyone; it serves as a reflex 
due to Deadpool’s misfortune, the 
missing shot.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension- 
release 
Swearing is done due to the result of 
pique towards the missing shots. The 
missing shot makes Deadpool annoyed. 
To put it simply, the incest-themed 
swear word used to reduce the degree 
of anger. 
 Context: 
After being shot on his hand, Deadpool 
sees the man from a hole caused by the 
bullet. While shooting a man, he counts 
down. 
11.      √   √         D11: Shit! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
Deadpool deploys the scatological 
theme swear word which is marked 
with a brief expression denoting a 
misfortune. The short expression 
articulated emotionally indicates that 
the speaker is exercising cathartic 
swearing. 
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 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool swears when he misses the 
shot on his target. As a result, utilizing 
the scatology-themed swear word helps 
him to relieve his frustration because 
he cannot shoot the target.  
 Context:  
Deadpool keep missing shots when 
shooting his target, and his bullets are 
running out.  
12.      √   √         D12: Fuck! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
The copulation-themed swear word is 
expressed emotionally due to the bad 
situation, i.e. the missing shot but it is 
not addressed to Deadpool’s target. 
Hence, this swearing is reflexive and 
not offensive to anyone.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Due to being irritated, Deadpool 
swears. Swearing is the easiest way for 
releasing his rage.  
 Context:  
Deadpool lost some shots and he only 
has one gun with limited bullets.  
13.      √   √         D13: Shit fuck! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
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The expression occurs spontaneously 
as a reflex to the misfortune because 
exclaiming the scatology-themed and 
copulation-themed swear word is 
preceded by missing shots which is 
considerably unfortunate for Deadpool 
as he needs the bullets.   
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
The misfortune makes Deadpool 
frustrated. Swearing accordingly helps 
him to let the tense go.  
 Context: 
Deadpool shoots his target again, but 
he misses. The missing shot makes 
Deadpool lost his valuable bullets 
considering he only has twelve.  
14. (He leaps over the 
car and takes aim, 
but loses his chance 
at a good shot. He 
walks up to the man 
he just shot and 
shoots him twice.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Three! 
Two! Stupid!14 
Worth it. 
√        √         D14: Stupid! 
 Type: abusive swearing  
Stupid is a quality which indicates a 
low intelligence; giving the name-
calling stupid is accordingly an insult 
for the dead man because the 
expression is articulated to mock the 
corpse or to treat the dead man with an 
indignity manner. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
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As Deadpool’s motive for killing the 
man is a revenge for being shot which 
makes him angry, his reason for using 
the name-calling is to reduce his anger.  
 Context: 
Deadpool takes a revenge for being 
shot by shooting his forehead. After the 
man is dead, Deadpool insults the 
person’s corpse.  
15. DEADPOOL: 
Francis! Francis! 
 
(He searches one of 
the cars.) 
 
DEADPOOL: What 
the shit biscuit!15 
Where you at, 
Francis? 
 √     √           D15: What the shit biscuit! 
 Type: humorous swearing  
Angry people commonly exclaim, 
What the fuck! What the heck! or What 
the hell! On the other hand, Deadpool 
deploys biscuit as the headword of the 
interjection. The exploitation of biscuit 
in the wrong context indicates that the 
expression is exploited to create a 
humorous effect.  
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
Deadpool uses the scatology-themed 
interjection because he wants to make 
his utterance sound funny.   
 Context: 
On the bridge, Deadpool is looking for 
Francis in every crashed car.  
16. DEADPOOL: 
(Narrating) You’re 
  √             √  D16: fucking  
 Type: emphatic swearing 
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probably thinking, 
‘My boyfriend said 
this was a superhero 
movie, but this guy 
in the red suit just 
turned that other guy 
into a fucking16. 
kabab’ Well, I may 
be super, but I am no 
hero. And yeah, 
technically, this is a 
murder. But some of 
the best love stories 
start with a murder. 
And that’s exactly 
what this is. A love 
story. And to tell it 
right, I gotta take you 
back to way before I 
squeezed this ass17 
into red spandex. 
Turning people into a kabab can be 
meant as beating people whom against 
Deadpool, and fucking as a modifier is 
used to describe kabab, which literally 
refers to Middle Eastern skewer. 
Turing someone into kabab therefore 
can be meant to make someone like 
kabab. Moreover, since the expression 
kabab is modified by fucking, fucking 
here functions as an adjective.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Deadpool shows his dislike towards the 
kabab by adding fucking which 
disapproves the referent to mean 
unpleasant.  
 Context: 
Deadpool narrates the story to audience 
while he is stabbing a man with his 
swords after the man coming to attack 
him. A man comes to attack Deadpool.  
17.  √     √           D17: this ass 
 Type: humorous swearing 
Squeezing buttocks is considered to be 
taboo because this action harasses a 
person. Since the action is tabooed, the 
expression is as well as tabooed; 
however, the usage of squeezing this 
ass in this context can be counted as 
humorous swearing because Deadpool 
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has violates a taboo which results 
hilarity.  
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
He creates the vulgar joke for making 
his narration more entertaining and for 
eliciting laughter.  
 Context: 
Deadpool is still narrating a story, and 
within the story, he would like to bring 
the audience to his past before he turns 
into a man in red spandex. When he is 
narrating, the camera is pointed to his 
buttocks.  
18. JEREMY: Is this 
7348 Red Ledge 
Drive? Are you Mr. 
Merchant? 
 
MERCHANT: Yeah, 
the Mr. Merchant, 
who didn’t order the 
fucking18pie! 
  √     √          D18: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Although fucking is expressed angrily, 
it is not deployed to injure a specific 
addressee; it only serves to show the 
swearer’s emotion adjectivally through 
the sex-themed swear word, not to 
insult anyone or anything in particular. 
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Jeremy’s motive for employing fucking 
is emphasis. What he is trying to 
intensify is the refusal that he did not 
order the pizza.   
 Context: 
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A pizza agent delivers a pizza to 
Jeremy’s address, but Jeremy denies 
that he has placed the order. 
19. (Wade Wilson calls 
out from the 
bathroom.) 
 
WADE: I did. 
Pineapple and olive? 
Sweet and salty. 
 
(The delivery boy 
hands the pizza to 
Wade.) 
 
MERCHANT: 
Fuck19 are you? The 
fuck20 you doing in 
my crib? 
  √     √          D19: fuck  
 Type: emphatic swearing  
The existence of fuck, which the full 
construction is Who the fuck are you? 
is used as a filler in the question. The 
presence of the sex-themed swear word 
is optional because the existence of the 
expression does not change the point of 
the question; the importance of putting 
the filler is to give an additional 
meaning about the speaker’s emotion 
that the speaker is bothered by Wade’s 
presence in the question being asked.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis  
Merchant needs to draw attention 
because Wade is innocently talking 
with the pizza agent without 
considering his unwelcomed presence 
at Merchant’s apartment. In order his 
question to be more noticeable, 
Merchant asserts his question through 
swearing.   
 Context: 
Wade comes out from Merchant’s 
bathroom. Merchant himself does not 
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know Wade and Wade’s existence in 
the bathroom of his apartment.  
20.   √     √          D20: the fuck 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
The complete version of the question is 
What the fuck are you doing in my crib? 
The fuck is inserted to show Merchant 
that Merchant is disturbed because 
Wade should not have been in his 
apartment.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Emphasis is Merchant’s reason for 
swearing because he thinks that by 
adding swearing, the interlocutor will 
answer and know his displeasure.   
 Context: 
Seeing Wade as a stranger in his 
apartment, Merchant is astonished. He 
accordingly questions Wade’s 
intention in his flat.  
21. WADE: Is it bread 
crust? 
 
JEREMY: Oh, 
God21, I hope not. 
 
MERCHANT: 
Woah, man, look. If 
this is about that 
     √   √         D21: Oh, God 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
The expression is a deistic swear word 
which is triggered by a strong emotion, 
but it is not used for harming the 
interlocutor verbally. This expression 
appears as there is undesirable situation 
occurs to Jeremy as the swearer. 
 Motivational factor: vulnerability 
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poker game, I told 
him, I told Howie 
that uh… Just uh, 
just take whatever 
you want. 
Jeremy’s emotional urge due to fear of 
being shot provokes him to release the 
tension.  The speaker, thus, uses the 
expletive as a reflexive motive.  
 Context: 
Merchant is coming to Wade while 
Wade is asking whether there is crust in 
the pizza. Suddenly, Wade points a gun 
towards Merchant and this condition 
makes Jeremy, the pizza agent, 
frightened.   
22. WADE: You’re not 
out of the woods yet. 
You need to 
seriously ease-up on 
the bedazzling. 
They’re jeans, not a 
chandelier. P.S., I am 
keeping your wallet. 
You did kind of give 
it to me. 
 
MERCHANT: Hey, 
look man, can I just 
have my Sam’s Card 
- 
 
WADE: I will shoot 
your fucking22 cat. 
  √     √          D22: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Fucking is not designed verbally to hurt 
Merchant. Wade just tries to reveal his 
forceful emotion through the insertion 
of swearing in an adjectival manner. 
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Wade uses fucking to intensify Wade’s 
point of an action which will be done 
when the condition requested is not 
fulfilled by Merchant.  
 Context: 
Deadpool brings the Merchant’s wallet. 
Merchant request Wade to give him his 
Sam’s Card, but instead of giving the 
card, Wade points a gun to Merchant’s 
head and threat for him.  
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23. MERCHANT: I 
don’t even know 
what that means. I 
don’t have a cat. 
 
WADE: Then whose 
kitty litter did I just 
shit23 in? 
 
(No one says 
anything for a 
moment.) 
   √           √   D23: shit 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing 
Wade intends to be harsh by bringing 
the most disagreeable sense of shit to 
the interlocutors’ mind because his 
expression shit is coarser than poop. 
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
Instead of saying defecate or poop, 
Wade uses shit. Employing indecent 
expression to new people is 
considerably rude.  As a result, it gives 
a shocking effect to the interlocutor.  
 Context: 
Feeling that he does not have a cat, 
Merchant is confused with Wade’s 
question. Wade consequently asks the 
possession of the litter.  
24. DEADPOOL: And 
that’s why we do it. 
But mostly the 
money. 
 
GIRL: Think you 
could fuck up24
 
my 
step-dad? 
    √    √         D24: fuck up 
 Type: idiomatic swearing 
The girl says fuck up to refer to an 
action of bringing harm. The meaning 
of the expression is already fixed, so 
that it cannot be meant separately.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
The girl, Megan’s friend, is angry at 
Wade because of Wade’s previous 
action which damaged her father; 
however, as implied by the expression, 
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her father is still alive. Thus, she says 
that Wade’s action could not totally 
injure his father. 
 Context: 
Deadpool comes to Megan to give her 
photos of frightened Jeremy. Seeing 
Deadpool’s presence, Megan’s friend 
question him about damaging her 
father.  
25. (Wade walks on a 
sidewalk. As a man 
walks past him, 
Wade hits him in the 
nuts.) 
 
WADE: (Narrating) 
Nope. Never will be. 
 
MAN: Fuck you25, 
Wade. 
√        √         D25: fuck you 
 Type: abusive swearing  
Fuck you is a verbal attack because it is 
intended to harm the addressee,i.e. 
Wade although the expression is done 
without involving any physical contact. 
Here, the verbal aggression is chosen to 
substitute a physical aggression 
because the man cannot counterattack 
Wade physically. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Swearing the sex-themed term is the 
man’s way for expressing his anger and 
as a punishment to Wade for making 
himself hurt. 
 Context: 
Wade punches someone, whom he 
knows at a pavement, right on his 
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testicles. Instead of taking a revenge 
physically, the man avenges verbally.  
26. WADE: (Narrating) 
I’m just a bad guy 
who gets paid to 
fuck-up26 worse guys. 
 
(He enters a 
building.) 
    √         √    D26: fuck up 
 Type: idiomatic swearing  
Fuck up meaning to bring harm to 
people cannot be understood by 
examining each word. It does not make 
any sense when it is meant literally.  
 Motivational factor: part of personality 
Wade swears fuck up relaxingly, as he 
wants to say an action bringing a 
damage or defeating people when there 
are people paying him to do so. In this 
situation, no strong emotion (e.g. 
anger, fear, surprise) is involved, and 
there is nothing to do with fulfilling 
social function through language (e.g. 
to show friendliness, to mark in-group 
status, or to assert an identity). The 
speaker utilizes the sex-themed swear 
word because it is only his personality.  
 Context: 
Wade narrates his job to the audience 
of movie after beating the man’s 
testicle.  
27. WADE: (Narrating) 
Welcome to Sister 
Margaret’s. It’s like a 
job fair for 
    √         √    D27: fucked up 
 Type: idiomatic swearing 
Fucked up is an idiom referring to 
spoiled, and what it refers to cannot be 
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mercenaries. Think 
of us like really 
fucked up27 tooth 
fairies, except we 
knock out the teeth 
and take the cash. 
You best hope we 
never see your name 
on a gold card. 
deducible from an individual word in 
the expression.  
 Motivational factor: Part of Personality 
Wade is describes that his job with the 
sex-themed idiom for earning money is 
like spoiled tooth fairies. The 
expression furthermore is used 
relaxingly which indicates no strong 
emotion involved. The relaxed manner 
in using fuck up displays that it is just 
Wade’s personal character.  
 Context: 
Wade comes to a bar, namely Sister 
Margaret. When entering the bar, Wade 
is narrating about job of beating people 
for money.   
28. WEASEL: Wade 
Wilson. Patron saint 
of the pitiful. What 
can I do for you? 
 
WADE: I’d love a 
blowjob. 
 
WEASEL: Oh God28, 
me too. 
     √          √  D28: Oh God 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
Swearing expletive Oh God which is a 
brief, but emotive expression is 
Weasel’s response to Wade’s 
unexpected answer. 
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Weasel is surprised with Wade’s 
answer because he does not expect that 
his question will be responded that 
way.  
 Context: 
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Wade enters a bar to have a drink. 
Weasel greets him and asks him about 
what he can do for Wade.  
29. WADE: Kelly, 
Kelly, Kelly, Kelly. 
Take that over there 
to Buck, please and 
tell him its’s from 
Booth. Little 
foreplay.  
 
WEASEL: Remind 
me what good will 
come of this? 
 
WADE: I don’t take 
the shit29, I just 
disturb them. 
  √    √           D29: the shit 
 Type: humorous swearing 
The shit metaphorically refers to drink 
for Buck. Shit is indication of being 
playful because feces is not a thing 
which can be consumed by human.  
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
Wade uses the shit in telling his reason 
in disturbing Buck and Booth to break 
the ice or to make a joke by breaking 
taboo, as Weasel seems serious.  
 Context: 
Wade gives a drink to Boothe through 
a woman. Seeing what Wade does, 
Weasel question his intention, and 
Wade reveals that he wants to tease 
Boothe.  
30. BUCK: Boothe! Oh! 
Easy, man. Hold up! 
Hold up! What do 
you want? 
 
WADE: Cheers. To 
your health. 
 
 √          √      D30: fuck you 
 Type: humorous swearing   
The italicized expression is not used to 
abuse Wade, but Weasel just tries to be 
funny by swearing fuck you to Wade. It 
is humorous because it is offensive in 
general context, but how Weasel 
swears does not show any indication 
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WEASEL: Fuck 
you30. 
 
(One of the fat old 
men in black picks 
up a stool.) 
that he aims at insulting his close 
friend. 
 Motivational factor: intimacy  
Articulating the tabooed expression is 
Weasel’s way for eliminating social 
distance or establishing friendship 
because such expression is restricted in 
the usage; the words cannot be 
exploited to anyone, unless the speaker 
is willing to accept the social 
consequence for using the expression 
which is generally perceived as 
abusive.  
 Context: 
Boothe gets offended by the drink, so 
that he starts a fight with a man. 
Disregarding the fight, Wade invite 
Weasel to toast for the sake of his 
health.  
31. BOOTHE: Come 
here, you fat fuck!31 
 
WEASEL: That’s a 
new stool 
√              √   D31: fat fuck 
 Type: abusive swearing   
Naming fat fuck is done to treat Buck 
with indignity manner because the 
name-calling possesses negative 
qualities of the addressee, i.e. fat and 
despicable. Therefore, naming Buck as 
the addressee with the negative label is 
offensive.  
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
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Boothe insults Buck for shocking him 
since they previously are not engaged 
in conversation. Thus, Boothe tries to 
draw Buck’s attention by shocking him 
with the offensive name-calling.  
 Context: 
Feeling offended by the drink, Boothe 
angrily lifts a stool to be punched to a 
man. While doing that, he insults the 
man with a negative name-calling.  
32. (The man breaks the 
stool over another 
man’s back. One of 
the mercs gets the 
better of the other 
and knocks him to 
the floor.) 
 
BUCK: Stay the fuck 
32 down!
 
 
  √     √          D32: the fuck 
 Type: emphatic swearing   
The existence of the fuck is optional, as 
inserting the fuck in the utterance does 
not cause the entire meaning change; it 
is only used to express individual 
emotion without insulting the man. 
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
In order the man to do his command, 
Buck amplifies the degree of necessity 
or immediateness.   
 Context: 
A black man is laying on the floor due 
to getting hit by Boothe. In order the 
man not to get hit anymore, Buch 
orders him to stay laying.   
33. (Weasel walks over.) 
 
√               √  D33: this ass 
 Type: abusive swearing   
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MAN: Whoa! Took 
this ass33 out! 
 
 
The vulgar term is exploited to point 
the unknown person laying on the 
floor. It is derogating, as the expression 
is utilized to treat the unconscious 
person indignity through a name with a 
tabooed content and by comparing the 
unconscious man with a disgusting, 
solid waste. 
 Motivational factor: aversion 
The man feels disturbed by the 
presence of unconscious person on the 
floor which might disturb other 
costumers too. In other words, he tries 
to show distaste of the man. 
 Context: 
Seeing a man laying on the floor, 
someone in the bar yells to move the 
unconscious man out of the bar.  
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34. WADE: You bet on 
me to die. Wow. 
Motherfucker34! 
You’re the world’s 
worst friend. But 
joke’s on you. I’m 
living to 102, and 
then moving to the 
city of Detroit. 
 
WEASEL: I’m 
sorry, I just wanted 
to win money. I 
never win anything. 
     √          √  D34: Motherfucker 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
The incest-themed swear word is used 
as an expression triggered by a sudden 
situation because Wade does not expect 
that his friend would choose him to be 
dead. Furthermore, the expression is 
articulated forcefully, but it is not 
aimed at abusing Weasel considering 
that it is not directly addressed to him. 
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Wade feels shocked due to Weasel’s 
choice. He consequently needs to 
stabilize his emotion through swearing.  
 Context: 
Wade makes a bet with Weasel about 
whom to be dead. Knowing that 
Weasel picks Wade, he is astonished 
because he thinks that Weasel is a bad 
friend.  
35. WADE: Hopefully 
you. Later tonight? 
Hey, what… What 
can I get for, uh… 
$275 and a yogurt 
rewards card? 
 
  √     √          D35: the fuck 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
The copulation-themed swear word is 
not addressed to either Wade or the 
situation. It merely used to signify 
Vanessa’s personal emotion on her 
point. Moreover, the presence of the 
sex-themed swear word is optional in 
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VANESSA: Maybe 
about forty-eight 
minutes of whatever 
the fuck35 you want. 
this context; it only gives an additional 
point, but when the presence is not 
significant considering that Vanessa’s 
utterance can be done without the fuck 
with the same meaning.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Vanessa swears using the copulation-
themed swear word because she wants 
to show something worth attention in 
her utterance.  
 Context: 
Wade meets a prostitute at the bar. He 
offers her $275 and a gift card for sex. 
Agreeing his offer, Vanessa gives him 
48 minutes to do everything which 
Wade wants.  
36. WADE: What if I 
just held on and 
never let go? 
 
VANESSA: Ride a 
bitch’s back36 like 
Yoda on Luke. 
 
WADE: Oh, Star 
Wars jokes… 
 
VANESSA: Empire. 
 √     √           D36: a bitch’s back 
 Type: humorous swearing   
A bitch’s back refers to Vanessa’s back. 
Vanessa is making fun of herself by 
using bitch which can be referred to a 
female dog or a slut. She is a slut, but 
she feels alright with her job.   
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
Vanessa intends to entertain Wade with 
her story of piggyback between Yoda 
and Luke.  
 Context: 
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Wade and Vanessa are cuddling on the 
bad and joking around after Vanessa 
expressing love to Wade.  
37. WADE: (Narrating) 
Which meant it was 
time to return to our 
regularly scheduled 
program. 
 
(He falls over on the 
floor, passing out.) 
 
VANESSA: Oh, my 
God!37 Wade! 
     √          √  D37: Oh, my God! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
The short expression is a deistic swear 
word. It is considerably a swear word 
because the speaker uses the name of 
God (in general) in vain, or to use the 
name not to glorify him. Furthermore, 
it is sworn as an unexpected situation 
happens, i.e. losing consciousness.  
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Swearing the deistic expression 
provides the speaker psychological 
relief, i.e. astonishment because of the 
situation. In other words, the deistic 
expression is deployed as a surprise-
reducing strategy.  
 Context: 
After urinating at the corner of the 
room, he falls down unconsciously; 
this condition makes Vanessa shocked.  
38. DEADPOOL: Now, 
if I were a two-
hundred pound sack 
of assholes38 named 
Francis, where would 
I hide? Oh. 
 √     √           D38: a two-hundred pound sack of 
assholes 
 Type: humorous swearing  
Deadpool makes fun of Francis as the 
addressee of the name. He does not 
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 mean the literal meaning of asshole, i.e. 
anus but uses it to refer to Francis.  
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
Deadpool is trying to make his question 
funny by disparaging Francis in front 
of Francis’ soldiers.   
 Context: 
The situation is relaxed. There is no 
fight, and Deadpool is looking for 
Francis after killing a man on the 
bridge with his swords.  
39. (Deadpool kicks the 
biker in the chest, 
sending him back 
down.) 
 
DEADPOOL: And 
that's why Regina 
rhymes with fun. 
Ladies and 
gentlemen, what 
you're witnessing is 
sweet, dick-kicking39 
revenge. 
 
 √     √           D39: dick-kicking 
 Type: humorous swearing 
The incongruous usage of dick-kicking, 
i.e. kicking a penis with the real 
meaning, i.e. beating unpleasant people 
represents Deadpool’s playfulness.    
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
The reason for substitution is to make a 
comic effect or to create a good story 
for the audience. 
 Context: 
Deadpool is kicking a man near a 
broken car. While he is kicking the 
man, he talks to audience that he is 
avenging Francis.   
40. (He lifts his mask 
up.) 
 
  √             √  D40: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
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DEADPOOL: How 
about now? 
 
FRANCIS: Huh. 
Wade fucking40 
Wilson. Well hello, 
gorgeous. 
The employment of the sex-themed 
swear word is not used to hurt 
Deadpool directly because the word is 
merely used in an adjectival manner on 
Wade’s name.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Fucking indirectly shows his feeling of 
dislike to Deadpool by inserting 
fucking in Deadpool’s real name. 
Distaste/aversion in this usage can be 
seen from the existence of fucking 
which disapproves Wade’s name.   
 Context: 
Wade stabs Francis with his sword on 
Francis’ stomach. After uncovering his 
mask, Francis knows who the person in 
the red suit is. 
41. DEADPOOL: Dad? 
 
(Colossus throws 
him into a car.) 
 
DEADPOOL: 
(Narrating) I think 
we can all agree that 
shit41 just went 
sideways in the most 
colossal way. 
 √     √           D41: that shit 
 Type: humorous swearing 
An unlucky situation when the 
Deadpool is thrown away is substituted 
by that shit. The substitution between 
misfortune with a feces which is 
tabooed due to repugnance shows that 
Deadpool tries to be funny by 
ridiculing his misfortune, i.e. being 
thrown away by Colossus.   
 Motivational factor: story-telling   
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The situation of the fight is serious. By 
swearing, Deadpool wants to break the 
ice through the usage of the scatology-
themed swear word.  
 Context: 
Deadpool is narrating to audience when 
Deadpool is thrown by Colossus, for he 
unintentionally hits Colossus’ testicles 
when Deadpool wants to beat Francis. 
42. VANESSA: You 
belong here at home. 
Surrounded by your 
Ultron, and your 
Bernadette, and your 
me. 
 
WADE: Listen, we 
both know that 
cancer is a shit42 
show. Like, Yakov 
Smirnoff, opening 
for the Spin Doctors 
at the Iowa State 
Fair, shit42 show. 
And under no 
circumstances will I 
take you to that 
show. I want you to 
remember me. Not 
  √             √  D42: shit 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Shit show contextually means a 
situation which is associated with great 
unpleasantness. Shit is used as a 
pejorative modifier to tell that the show 
is unworthy. The expression, thus, tells 
about the speaker’s negative evaluation 
on the show.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Deadpool underestimates the terminal 
cancer by comparing it to a shit show. 
Shit in the expression is intended to 
disapprove the show because he wants 
to look stronger by underestimating the 
cancer or disapproving the show.  
 Context: 
Vanessa is worried about Wade 
because he has a terminal cancer. Wade 
is actually worried about himself, yet 
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the ghost of 
Christmas me. 
he does not want Vanessa to think 
about it much.   
43. WADE: I swear to 
God, I'm gonna find 
you in the next life, 
and I'm gonna 
boombox Careless 
Whisper outside your 
window. Wham! 
 
VANESSA: No one 
is boom boxing 
shit43, okay? 
  √          √     D43: boom-boxing shit 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing   
Shit which is used as a substitution is to 
display that the idea for singing 
Careless Whisper is bad. Thus, the 
speaker, Vanessa wants to tell the 
interlocutor about Deadpool’s plan in 
an awful way by substituting the song 
with the scatology-themed swear word.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Vanessa rejects Wade’s idea for 
singing her Careless Whisper, as she 
dislikes Wade’s plan which shows that 
he is hopeless. For that reason, Vanessa 
uses the expression to express her 
aversion to the idea. 
 Context: 
Wade is trying to convince Vanessa to 
meet her in the afterlife. Feeling fear of 
losing, Vanessa refuses Wade’s idea.  
44. VANESSA: We can 
fight this. Besides, I 
just realized 
something. You win. 
Your life is officially 
way more fucked up44 
than mine. 
    √         √    D44: fucked up 
 Type: idiomatic swearing 
Vanessa expresses her feeling towards 
Wade’s bad life idiomatically with the 
sexual themed swear word, i.e. fucked 
up.  
 Motivational factor: part of personality  
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WADE: I love you. 
Fuck up purely describes Wade’s 
spoiled condition; it is not related with 
any strong emotions because Vanessa 
does not deploy this sex-themed swear 
word angrily as shown by the relaxed 
situation. Swearing the sex-themed 
casually represents Vanessa’s way of 
speaking as a prostitute.   
 Context: 
Vanessa remembers that she ever 
argued with Wade about whose life is 
worse when they met in the bar. Now, 
she realizes that Wade’s life is worse 
than hers.  
45. WEASEL: Yeah, 
how about wheat 
grass. Excellent for 
the immune system. 
 
WADE: Jesus 
Christ45, you sound 
like Vanessa. Here, 
check it out. She's 
sending away for all 
these colorful clinic 
brochures. 
     √          √  D45: Jesus Christ 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
Jesus Christ is perfectly acceptable 
when it is used to glorify Him, but in 
this case Jesus’ name is used in vain 
and expressed briefly in an emotional 
situation.  
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Swearing represents his way of 
reducing emotional strain due to 
astonishment. 
 Context: 
Weasel offers Wade a drink which is 
good for his health. Knowing Weasel’s 
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attention, he is surprised, as Weasel is 
like Vanessa.  
46. DEADPOOL: Okay. 
Let's pro-con this 
superhero thing. Pro: 
they pull down a 
gaggle of ass46. Dry 
cleaning-discounts, 
lucrative film deals 
both origin stories 
and larger ensemble 
team movies. Con: 
They're all lame-ass47 
teacher's pets. 
 
COLOSSUS: You 
know I can hear you. 
√              √   D46: a gaggle of ass 
 Type: abusive swearing  
A gaggle of ass which refers to a group 
of superheroes is used negatively to 
mock mutants whom has joined X-
Men. Since Deadpool’s main aim is to 
insult the X-Men, the expression is 
offensive. 
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
Calling X-Men a gaggle of ass is a way 
to shock Colossus because Colossus is 
a member of X-Men. Calling the X-
Men that way indicates that Deadpool 
is trying to shock the addressee by 
labeling the addressee’s team with 
tabooed expression.  
 Context: 
Deadpool is narrating about what is 
good and not by being a superhero 
when he is thrown away to a car by 
Colossus.  
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47. √              √   D47: lame-ass 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Deadpool ridicules members of X-
Men, whom obey everything from their 
teachers, with lame-ass which means 
displeasing people. The label is 
derogatory for the members of X-Men 
as it shows the bad quality of the 
addressees of the name-calling.  
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
Deadpool tries to upset Colossus by 
ridiculing X-Men with the offensive 
name-calling. 
 Context: 
After mentioning the benefits which 
can be got by being X-Men, Deadpool 
also states the negative side of being X-
Men.  
48. COLOSSUS: (To 
Francis) Stay right 
here. You've been 
warned before, 
Deadpool. This is a 
shameful and 
reckless use of your 
powers. You will 
both be coming with 
us. 
 
  √          √     D48: bullshit 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing 
Swearing bullshit is not deployed to 
abuse Colossus; it is used as a 
substitution of a nonsensical utterance 
with the solid waste of male bovines. 
Bullshit, moreover, is spoken harshly to 
force Colossus to think of the 
objectionable sense of the expression.  
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
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DEADPOOL: Look, 
Colossus! I don't 
have time for the 
goody-two-shoes 
bullshit48 right now! 
And... you are? 
Deadpool uses the expression because 
he wants to disobey Colossus’ polite 
request.  
 Context: 
Colossus orders Francis to stay and 
warns Deadpool for not using his 
power thoughtlessly. Afterwards, 
Colossus wants them come with him to 
X-Men. However, Deadpool dislikes 
being advised.  
49. NEGASONIC: 
Negasonic Teenage 
Warhead. 
 
DEADPOOL: 
Negasonic Teenage... 
What the shit49! 
That's the coolest 
name ever! So what, 
you're like his 
sidekick? 
     √          √  D49: What the shit! 
 Type: cathartic swearing   
What the shit! is deployed as a sudden 
cry or remark; it thus serves an 
interjection or an exclamation which 
characterizes the feature of cathartic 
swearing. 
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Deadpool uses the interjection as a 
shock-coping strategy as seen from his 
reaction to the amazement of 
Negasonic’s name. 
 Context: 
Negasonic introduces her name to 
Deadpool. Because of considering that 
name unique, Deadpool is astonished.  
50. DEADPOOL: Let 
me guess. X-men left 
  √             √  D50: shit 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
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you behind on, what, 
shit50 detail? 
 
NEGASONIC: What 
does that make you? 
The usage of shit indicates Wade’s 
subjective evaluation on detail. As a 
result, shit serves as a pejorative 
modifier for the abstract object being 
referred.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Deadpool wants to tease Negasonic by 
asking the detail although he does not 
seem care about the detail. This 
ignorance signals Deadpool’s actual 
feeling of dislike on the detail. The 
distaste can be seen from the 
disapproval of detail through the fuck 
usage.   
 Context: 
Deadpool wants to know the other 
members of X-Men’s reason for 
leaving Negasonic. Thus, he teasingly 
asks the detail.  
51. COLOSSUS: We 
can't allow this 
Deadpool. Please, 
come quietly. 
 
DEADPOOL: You 
big, chrome, cock-
gobbler51! 
 
√        √         D51: You big, chrome, cock-gobbler! 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Swearing, You big chrome, cock-
gobbler! is offensive, as cock-gobbler 
is a person who enjoys sucking a penis. 
Additionally, it is targeted to a male 
addressee. This label is, thus, an insult 
for abusing Colossus.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
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COLOSSUS: That's 
not nice. 
Colossus’ prohibition to tease the 
teenage girl provokes Deadpool’s 
anger. Swearing in this context is 
therefore used as an anger-coping 
strategy. 
 Context: 
Hearing how Deadpool teases 
Negasonic, Colossus does not permit 
him to mock Negasonic anymore. 
Accordingly, feeling threatened by 
Colossus’ prohibition, Deadpool is 
angry.   
52. DEADPOOL: You're 
really gonna fuck this 
up52 for me? Trust 
me. That wheezing 
bag of dick tips53 has 
it coming! He's pure 
evil! Besides, 
nobody's getting 
hurt! 
The body that 
splattered onto the 
highway sign falls 
off. The three of 
them turn to look. 
    √     √        D52: fuck this up 
 Type:  idiomatic swearing 
Fuck this up which substitutes messing 
up does not makes any sense when the 
italicized expression is examined each 
word because the literal meaning of 
word-by-word is peculiar or 
nonsensical. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool describes the action of 
disturbing his business angrily. 
Expressing the anger by using the 
idiom helps them alleviating his rage. 
 Context: 
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Deadpool rages at Colossus because he 
gets involved in Deadpool’s business to 
avenge on Francis.  
53. √        √         D53: That wheezing bag of dick tips 
 Type: abusive swearing 
The phrase is a negative name-calling 
which metaphorically means a 
worthless person addressed to Francis, 
and it is accentuated by the existence of 
dick to strengthen the disagreeable 
sense of the name.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool reduces anger from his 
hatred at Francis by giving him a bad 
name. 
 Context: 
Deadpool is taking revenge on Francis, 
yet Colossus intervenes Deadpool’s 
business.  
54. 
 
 
 
 
DEADPOOL: Listen, 
the day I decide to 
become a crime-
fighting shit-
swizzler54, who 
rooms with a bunch 
of other little 
whiners, at the 
√        √         D54:  a crime-fighting shit-swizzler 
 Type: abusive swearing  
A crime-fighting shit-swizzler, 
referring to a superhero fighting against 
criminal, is disparaging for Colossus 
because fighting against bad guys is his 
job, and his job is articulated with an 
indignity manner by Deadpool. 
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Neverland mansion 
of some creepy, old, 
bald, Heaven's Gate-
looking 
motherfucker55, on 
that day... I'll send 
your shiny happy 
ass56 a friend request. 
But until then, I'm 
gonna do what I 
came here to do. 
Either that, or slap 
the bitch57 out of 
you. 
 
COLOSSUS: 
Wade... 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Annoyance due to being requested to 
join X-Men makes Deadpool want to 
express his anger by disparaging X-
Men’s job.  
 Context: 
Colossus invites Deadpool to use his 
power in X-Men, and Colossus has 
requested Deadpool to join the X-Men 
for several time, but Deadpool rejects 
the offer to join the X-Men because he 
dislikes being a member of X-Men. 
55. √        √         D55: motherfucker 
 Type: abusive swearing 
The incest-themed swear word, 
motherfucker here contextually means 
a horrible person; the name-calling is 
addressed to criminals. Calling 
criminals with the incest-related swear 
word is therefore to treat the addressees 
with indignity through a word.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Colossus’ request makes Deadpool 
irritated because he does not want to be 
the part of X-Men.  
 Context: 
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Deadpool rejects Colossus’ offer to 
join X-Men although Colossus keeps 
asking him to join.   
56. √        √         D56:  your shiny happy ass 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Your shiny happy ass expressed by 
Deadpool refers to Deadpool’s 
interlocutor, Colossus. The usage of the 
name calling is not to be playful, but it 
is employed to disparage Colossus. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
His displeasure towards the invitation 
of being member of X-Men makes him 
angry. Deadpool is accordingly driven 
by anger to disparage Colossus.  
 Context: 
He describes the situation of the X-
Men’s house with a negative 
perspective because he dislikes to be a 
member of X-Men. 
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57.     √    √         D57: slap the bitch  
 Type: idiomatic swearing 
The expression is utilized figuratively 
to refer to an act of causing harm on the 
targeted person. Slap the bitch cannot 
be meant literally because the meaning 
is already fixed similar to the usage of 
fuck up. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool’s swearing is motivated by 
his anger at Colossus because Colossus 
keeps insisting him to join X-Men 
although he does not want.  
 Context: 
Colossus asks Deadpool to join X-Men 
with other mutants. Due to being 
dislike with X-Men, he gets angry. 
58. NEGASONIC: Hey! 
 
DEAPOOL: Zip it, 
Sinead! 
 
NEGASONIC: Hey, 
douchepool!58 
 
DEADPOOL: And I 
hope you're 
watching!  
√              √   D58: douchepool 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Douchepool is constructed from 
douche, which means despicable to 
refer to Deadpool’s quality. Since the 
name shows Deadpool’s negative 
characteristic, the name-calling 
disapproves the target, Deadpool. 
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
Deadpool does not pay attention to 
Negasonic, so to make Deadpool listen 
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to her, she calls Deadpool with 
Douchepool which is more attracting 
than just Deadpool for its taboo 
content.  
 Context: 
Negasonic has warned Deadpool that 
Francis is about to escape, but 
Deadpool does not want to be annoyed 
with Negasonic’s utterance.  
59. COLOSSUS: Wade, 
please. 
 
DEADPOOL: Cock 
shot!59 
 
(With his good hand, 
he punches Colossus 
in the crotch. This 
does nothing but 
break his hand.) 
 √             √   D59: cock shot! 
 Type: humorous swearing 
Cock-shot, referring to action of 
punching testicles, is expressed in a 
playful manner and in sudden.  
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
Deadpool exclaims the expression to 
shock Colossus when he attacks 
Colossus.  
 Context:  
Deadpool punches Colossus’ chest 
resulting breaking his hand. When he 
wants to hits Colossus’ testicles, he 
breaks the other hand.  
60. COLOSSUS: This is 
embarrassing. Please, 
stay down. 
 
DEADPOOL: You 
ever hear of the one-
  √             √  D60: ass-kicking 
 Type: humorous swearing  
Ass-kicking refers to a fighting contest. 
The expression, furthermore, is not 
delivered in a serious way, but 
mischievously.  
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legged man in the 
ass-kicking60 contest? 
 
(Deadpool gets up 
and hops on one leg, 
holding his other 
three broken limbs 
up.) 
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
Deadpool inserts swearing in his 
question to create a comic effect.  
 Context:  
After his leg getting injured because of 
kicking Colossus’ neck, Deadpool 
wants to kick Colossus with his other 
leg.  
61. (Deadpool flips off 
of the bridge and 
lands in a truck 
passing underneath. 
His hand, still in the 
handcuff, is flipping 
off Colossus. Cut to 
Deadpool in the back 
of the truck.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Rock 
meat bottom. When 
life ends up breath-
takingly fucked61, 
you can generally 
trace it back to one 
big, bad decision. 
   √          √    D61: fucked 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing 
It helps the speaker to tell audience 
about a spoiled condition. In addition, 
since the speaker intends to show how 
bad his life is in an impolite or awful 
way, he deploys fucked instead of 
spoiled.  
 Motivational factor: part of personality 
Deadpool purely explains the audience 
his ruined/spoiled life. Because he 
employs the expression relaxingly, the 
expression is designed to explain the 
condition of his life. Furthermore, 
deploying the swear word this way 
demonstrates the portrayal Wade’s way 
of talking as an ex-American soldier in 
which soldiers are commonly 
associated with swearing.  
 Context:  
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Deadpool cuts his hand and jumps onto 
a truck from the bridge because is 
forced to follow Colossus. He narrates 
his story on the truck.  
62. (WADE is on a 
stretcher.) 
 
WADE: (Narrating) 
The one that sent you 
down the road to 
shitsburgh62. This, 
well, this was mine. 
 √              √  D62: shitsburgh 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Here, shit- is used as a modifier for –
burgh; the term is used to name an 
unpleasant place which is drawn from 
the existence of the scatological term.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Deadpool shows his aversion towards 
the city due to the existence of a 
negative adjective, shit.  
 Context:  
Deadpool is narrating on a garbage 
truck about a bad decision which he 
made to cure his terminal cancer.  
63. MAN: Mr. Wilson, 
nothing warms my 
heart more than a 
change of someone 
else's. You finally 
hit, 'Fuck it'63. 
 
WADE: Just promise 
me you'll do right by 
me. So I can do right 
by someone else. 
     √ √           D63: Fuck it. 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
The vulgar expression is structurally an 
expletive. The short and tabooed 
expression marks the expression as an 
expletive.  
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
The man does nothing to do with 
releasing emotional/physical pain. He 
swears because he inserts swearing to 
make the story more convincing. 
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 Context:  
Deadpool meets Agent Smith before 
the radioactive operation. The agent 
describes how Deadpool will be after 
the operation.  
64. (Some men put him 
on a chair and strap 
him down.) 
 
WADE: And, 
Jesus64, a warmer 
table! You should 
really come up with a 
safe word fellas. I'm 
thinking pork and 
beans. 
     √      √      D64: Jesus 
 Type: humorous swearing 
Although swearing Jesus mainly 
appears as expletive or cathartic 
swearing, its main usage is to express 
fake astonishment. Moreover, he 
deploys the expression in control which 
does not indicate a strong emotion of 
real surprise. The fake astonishment 
therefore displays Wade’s playfulness.  
 Motivational factor: intimacy 
Swearing is a form of promote 
friendliness because Wade tries to 
show his interest on something which 
the men give, although the interest is 
fake. 
 Context:  
Wade is placed on a bed to conduct the 
radioactive operation. When is put on 
the bed, he exclaims. 
65. FRANCIS: We have 
another talker. 
 
  √     √          D65: the fuck 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
The fuck is used to give additional 
information about the speaker’s 
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WADE: I'm just 
excited about my 
first day at super 
hero camp. 
 
ANGEL: Shut the 
fuck65 up. 
 
(She puts a rag over 
his mouth. Francis 
inspects him.) 
emotional load. Furthermore, the 
presence of the fuck is optional because 
whether it is absent or present, the 
meaning remains the same.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis  
The functions of the fuck within the 
command is not merely for a filler, but 
it intensifies the command for being 
silent. 
 Context:  
Because Wade talks too much before 
the radioactive operation, Angel is 
annoyed.  
66. FRANCIS: No, no. 
It's okay. I encourage 
distractions. 
Wouldn't want you 
giving up on us, now 
would we? 
 
WADE: Hey, don't 
take any shit66 from 
him, Cunningham. 
How tough can he 
be, with a name like 
Francis? 
 
CUNNINGHAM: 
Francis? 
   √           √   D66: shit 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing  
Shit connotatively denotes nonsensical 
talk. Saying the shit instead of 
deceptive talk is a way of being rude to 
Francis, but the expression is not 
directed to Francis, so this makes the 
expression not insulting. 
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
The substitution is motivated by the 
Deadpool’s contempt at Francis, as he 
treats the speaker and Cunningham 
bad. By saying so, he accordingly 
wants to shock Francis by comparing 
Francis’ talk with shit.   
 Context:  
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Deadpool and Cunningham talk about 
their dreams before having an 
operation. Francis’ question to give 
Wade’s and Cunningham’ dreams 
distracts Wade’s conversation with 
Cunningham about Vanessa.  
67. FRANCIS: Why 
don't you do us all a 
favor and shut the 
fuck67up? Or I'll sow 
your pretty mouth 
shut. 
 
WADE: Oh, I 
wouldn't do that if I 
were you. See, here's 
the problem with 
round-the-clock 
torture. You can't 
really step it up from 
there. 
  √     √          D67: the fuck  
 Type: emphatic swearing  
The fuck is not directed to others, but it 
is used as an expletive filler and 
designed to show Francis’ emotion on 
his utterance. 
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Francis swears because he wants to 
highlight his request. 
 Context:  
Wade keeps talking about the identity 
of a man whom is doing an experiment 
on him, Francis to Cunningham. Since 
Wade talks much, Francis feels 
annoyed.  
68. WADE: Ugh, I 
thought you guys 
were dicks68 before. 
 
FRANCIS: You 
know the funniest 
part of all this? You 
still think we're 
√        √         D68: dicks 
 Type: abusive swearing  
The employment of the gendered term, 
dicks referring to unpleasant or 
annoying people is intended to mock 
Francis and Angel. Naming them dicks 
is offensive because the speaker treats 
the addressees of the label with an 
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making you a super 
hero. You, a 
dishonorable 
discharge hook deep 
in hookers? You're 
nothing. Our secret, 
mate, is that this 
workshop doesn't 
make super heroes. 
We make super 
slaves. We're gonna 
fit you with a control 
collar and auction 
you off to the highest 
bidder. Who knows 
what they'll have you 
do. Terrorizing 
citizens, putting 
down freedom 
fighters. Maybe just 
mow the occasional 
lawn. 
 
WADE: What the 
fuck69 is wrong with 
you? 
indignity manner by comparing them 
with the male genital organ.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Wade’s anger towards Francis leads 
him to swear, for the operation will 
cause detriment for Wade. 
 Context:  
Francis tells a procedure of the 
experiment which gives disadvantages 
for Wade as a patient. Wade 
consequently feels irritated.  
69.   √     √          D69: the fuck 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
The copulation-themed swear word is 
delivered to show Wade’s special 
concern or personal emotion about the 
interlocutor’s wrong condition.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis  
The insertion the fuck can functions as 
an emphasizer to the question.  
 Context:  
After telling the true intention of 
conducting the experiment on Wade, 
Wade gets angrier.  
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70. (Wade begins 
screaming. Cut to 
day time. Francis 
comes back and turns 
off the machine.) 
 
FRANCIS: Fucking 
hell70. Looks like 
someone lost his shot 
at homecoming king. 
 
WADE: What have 
you done to me? 
     √          √  D70: fucking hell 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
The combination of the sexual term 
fucking and the religious term hell is 
performed as a strong signal showing 
extreme unpleasantness towards an 
unwanted result of radioactive 
operation. 
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Francis needs to alleviate his shock due 
to seeing Deadpool’s disfigured skin. 
 Context:  
The radioactive operation turns Wade 
into a mutant with disfigured skin. 
Seeing the Wade’s skin, Francis 
exclaims using an expletive.  
71. WADE: What have 
you done to me? 
 
FRANCIS: I've 
merely raised your 
stress levels high 
enough to trigger a 
mutation. 
 
WADE: You sadistic 
fuck!71 
 
 
√        √         D71: You sadistic fuck! 
 Type: abusive swearing   
Sadistic fuck which is utilized as a 
substitution for a cruel and unpleasant 
person is an offensive remark for 
Francis because it is designed to attack 
Francis verbally. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool is irritated to Francis’ 
experiment on him, so he swears to 
express his anger. 
 Context:  
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Francis mutates Wade, resulting 
disfigured skin on Wade. Knowing his 
condition, Wade gets angry. He swears 
in a high tone to mock Francis.  
72. (Angel fiddles with 
the straps.) 
 
ANGEL: You smell 
like shit.72 
 
Wade head butts her. 
 
ANGEL: Mother 
fucker!73  
 
FRANCIS: Hey, hey, 
hey! It's alright! It's 
alright. I think we 
owe him that, yeah? 
Take off. Go on, off 
you go. Quick 
question. What's my 
name? Didn't think 
so. 
√               √  D72: shit 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Comparing Wade’s smell with shit is 
offense because it mocks Wade as the 
interlocutor by comparing Wade’s 
smell with the smell of feces.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Angel is disturbed by Wade’s 
unpleasant smell caused by the 
operation. It indicates Angel’s dislike 
to Wade. 
 Context:  
Angel comes to Wade after Francis left. 
Discovering Wade’s smell, Angel 
mocks him. 
73. √        √         D73: motherfucker 
 Type: abusive swearing 
This expression is directed to Wade to 
abuse him because Wade has hurt her 
head. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Angel needs to counterattack Wade by 
insulting him to release her anger.  
 Context:  
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Wade suddenly hits Angel’s head with 
his, as he is insulted by Angel. 
Furthermore, due to what he did, Angel 
gets angry. 
74. WEASEL: Oh, come 
on, Wade. It can't be 
that bad. 
 
WADE: Ah, 
bullshit!74 I'm a 
monster inside and 
out. I belong in a  
fucking75 circus! 
 
WEASEL: Wade, 
Vanessa loves you. 
She doesn't care what 
you - Oh. Oh. 
     √   √         D74: bullshit 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
Bullshit fulfills criteria such as a brief 
expression, an exclamation mark, and a 
bad condition. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Wade is annoyed because of Weasel’s 
disagreement on his opinion that he 
cannot live with Vanessa anymore.  
 Context:  
Weasel suggests Wade to go back to 
Vanessa, but Wade keeps insisting that 
he cannot be with Vanessa anymore.  
75.   √             √  D75: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Fucking serves as a pejorative modifier 
to show Wade’s extreme emotion on 
the circus.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Wade shows his evaluation on the 
circus which seems unenjoyable 
because it is a place to which monsters 
belong.  
 Context:  
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Weasel thinks that Wade can still be 
with Vanessa, but Wade does not think 
so. He gives his argument that he has 
terrible look which is not good for 
Vanessa.  
76. WEASEL: And not 
gently. Like, he was 
hate-fucking76. There 
was something 
wrong with the 
relationship, and that 
was the only 
catharsis they could 
find without 
violence. 
  √     √          D76: hate-fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Fate-fucking fulfills structure the 
structure fucking Y, but the order is 
inverted. Moreover, it is designed to 
show the speaker’s emotion 
adverbially, but not to injure the 
addressee.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Deadpool inserts swearing to 
emphasize the hatred at the sexual 
activity.  
 Context:  
Weasel thinks that Wade is like a 
person with disgusting look like 
avocado. Additionally, Weasel 
explains that the avocado dislikes 
having coitus.  
77. WADE: And the 
only guy who can fix 
this fugly77 mug is 
the British shitstick78 
from the mutant 
 √      √          D77: fugly  
 Type: emphatic swearing 
Morpheme fu for fucking in fugly is 
exercised in an adjectival manner to 
modify the ugliness of his face (mug). 
The expression fugly itself serves as a 
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factory, and he’s 
gone! Poof. 
 
WEASEL: Yeah, 
you’ve got to do 
something to remedy 
this, cause as of now 
you only have on 
course of action. 
self-derogation showing that the 
speaker is trying to ridicule his own 
unpleasant condition. 
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Fugly consists of fucking and ugly. 
Fucking is used as adverbial intensifier 
showing degree of ugliness.  
 Context:  
Wade and Weasel are discussing about 
Francis, the person whom can only fix 
Wade’s disfigured skin.  
78.  √      √           D78: shitstick 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Wade calls Francis as shitstick which 
literally means a tool to cleanse anus. 
As a consequence, the expression 
indicates an insult addressed to Francis.  
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
Deadpool ridicules or makes fun of 
Francis to entertain himself and 
Weasel. 
 Context:  
Wade is casually telling about Francis 
who can fix his face to Weasel.  
79. WEASEL: Yeah, 
you've got to do 
something to remedy 
this, cause as of now 
  √     √          D79: damn 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
The sacred term is used to express 
Deadpool’s attitude of certainty on 
Weasel’s opinion. As a consequence, 
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you only have on 
course of action. 
 
WEASEL: Damn79 
straight. Find Francis 
– 
 
the function is similar to fucking Y in 
which fucking modifies Y.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
The speaker swears as an emphasis to 
assert his agreement.  
 Context:  
Weasel suggests Wade to take an 
action: to fix his appearance by finding 
Francis. Wade, then, agrees with 
Weasel’s suggestion. 
80. WEASEL: You gotta 
do something to 
remedy this. ‘Cause 
you look like Freddy 
Krueger face-
fucked80 a 
topographical map of 
Utah. 
 
WADE: Here’s what 
I’m actually gonna 
do: I’m gonna work 
thru his crew until 
somebody gives up 
Francis, force him to 
fix this, put a bullet 
in his skull, and 
fuck81 the brain hole.  
   √        √      D80: face-fucked 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing 
Weasel does not express the abrasive 
word which is used for describing 
Wade’s look to insult his close friend, 
but he just wants to tell the truth about 
how bad Wade’s physical appearance 
is.  
 Motivational factor: intimacy 
Saying bad thing to Weasel’s close 
friend is his way to display Weasel’s 
close social relation with Wade.  
 Context:  
Weasel suggests Wade to fix his 
appearance because Wade’s 
appearance is awful. 
81.   √            √   D81: fuck 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing 
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Wade deploys fuck to refer to action of 
damaging Francis’ brain hole caused 
by Wade’s bullet. The speaker forces 
Weasel to think about the most 
disagreeable sense of damaging 
Francis.  
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
By using the indecent expression to 
explain damaging Francis, Wade tries 
to shock Weasel. 
 Context:  
Wade makes a plan for fixing his face 
by finding Francis. He additionally 
plans to damage Francis by shooting 
his head.  
82. WEASEL: You will 
die alone. If, I mean, 
if you could die. 
Ideally. For others' 
sake. 
 
WADE: That'll do. 
 
WEASEL: All you 
need now is a suit 
and a nickname, like 
Wade the 
Wisecracker, or 
     √          √  D82: Oh shit! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
The expression is grammatically 
meaningless because the meaning of 
the scatological term under this 
circumstance is already lost; it 
functions to show the speaker’s strong 
feeling indicating a misfortune. The 
swear word, then, is expressed briefly 
in a short expression.  
 Motivational factor: surprise  
Emotional factor, i.e. shock due to a 
misfortune triggers Weasel swears.  
 Context:  
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Scaredevil, Mr. 
Neverdie... Oh shit!82 
Weasel also suggests Wade to wear a 
suit and have a nickname. When 
proposing names, Weasel suddenly 
remembers Wade’s debt.  
83. WEASEL: I put all 
my money on you, 
and I just realized I'm 
never going to win 
the - 
 
WADE: Deadpool. 
Captain Deadpool. 
No, just Deadpool. 
Yeah. 
 
WEASEL: Yeah. To 
you, Mr. Pool. That 
sounds like a 
fucking83 franchise. 
  √     √          D83: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
The pre-modifier for franchise is used 
to present Weasel’s negative 
evaluation on the name. 
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Weasel displays his distaste on the 
name proposed by Wade due to 
sounding like a brand. 
 Context:  
Wade thinks of some random words on 
Weasel’s board: dead and pool and 
combines them into Deadpool. Weasel 
responds Wade’s idea negatively 
because Deadpool sounds like a selling 
license.   
84. DEADPOOL: This 
shit's84 gonna have 
nuts in it. 
   √            √  D84: this shit 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing  
Deadpool does not mean this 
expression as feces, but it refers to his 
plan to seek Francis. Here, the speaker 
wants to be rude by saying an 
expression which is impolite, as the 
substitution breaks social taboo.  
 Motivational factor: part of personality 
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Deadpool is telling his plan by 
substituting plan into this shit. The 
substitution is purely descriptive, as 
how Deadpool uses the expression does 
not show his aversion to the plan. 
Moreover, such use also indicates the 
speaker’s way of communicating 
because even though he can deploy an 
ordinary word for stating plan, he uses 
this shit instead.  
 Context:  
He is narrating his plan to audience of 
the movie.  Wade is making a plan on 
the wall to look for Francis by seeking 
everyone whom is related to Francis.  
85. AL: Seltzer water 
and lemon for blood. 
Or wear red. 
Dumbass85. 
 
(Cut to him making a 
new, red costume. 
Cut to him 
interrupting a boxing 
match and attacking 
a man there.) 
√        √         D85: dumbass 
 Type: abusive swearing  
Dumbass is an inappropriate name-
calling. Labeling Wade with such name 
calling is insulting him.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Wade’s ignorance provokes Al to 
swear. Al tries to let the anger goes 
through an insult.  
 Context:  
Knowing Wade’s wrong way in 
cleaning his own hoodie in a 
laundromat, an old woman who does 
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not know Wade offers two alternatives. 
At the end of the suggestion, the blind 
woman mocks Wade.  
86. (Cut to him making a 
new, red costume. 
Cut to him 
interrupting a boxing 
match and attacking 
a man there.) 
 
DEADPOOL:  Don't 
make me ask twice. 
Where is Francis? 
Where’s fucking86 
Francis? 
   √    √          D86: fucking  
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Fucking serves as an adjective function 
for giving an additional information for 
Francis.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
For drawing attention, Deadpool 
emphasizes his question by inserting 
swearing.  
 Context:  
Deadpool is looking for Francis by 
asking people whom probably related 
to Francis. Deadpool asks where 
Francis is, but there is nobody 
answering his question.  
87. (Deadpool kills 
people who do not 
give him information 
in which Francis is.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Tell 
me where your 
fucking87 boss is! Or 
you’re gonna die! In 
five minutes! 
  √     √          D87: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Swearing fucking reflects the speaker’s 
negative attitude to the boss, Francis 
with an adjectival manner.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis  
Deadpool uses fucking to strengthen 
the shock effect on the command.  
 Context:  
Deadpool is looking for Francis by 
threatening and asking men whom are 
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probably related to Francis. He does so 
because he thinks the men probably 
know. 
88. AL: Why so douchy 
this morning? 
 
DEADPOOL: Let’s 
recap. The cock-
thistle88 that turned 
me into this freak 
slipped through my 
arms today. Arm. 
Catching him my 
only chance to be hot 
again, get my super 
sexy ex back, and 
prevent this shit91 
from happening to 
someone else. So 
yeah, today was 
about as much fun as 
a sand paper dildo. 
√      √           D88: cock-thistle 
 Type: abusive swearing   
Cock-thistle is generally used as an 
insult to denote someone who is very 
unpleasant man, and here it is 
addressed to the agent.  
 Motivational factor: story-telling 
How Wade deploys the jocular insult to 
make fun of Francis with the name. He 
wants to be perceived entertaining in 
front of Al.  
 Context:  
Responding Al’s question, Wade tells 
his reason for being douchy (irritating). 
He has killed Agent Smith whom he 
calls cock-thistle in his response.  
89. √           √      D89: this shit 
 Type: dysphemistic swearing 
This shit refers to case (turning 
someone into a mutant). It is used to 
bring the most disagreeable stuff to the 
interlocutor’s mind.  
 Motivational factor: intimacy  
Deadpool’s swearing marks social 
closeness between Al and himself 
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because they are comfortable with the 
expression.  
Context:  
Deadpool recounts to Al that he has 
killed the agent to prevent the same 
case, turning someone into a mutant 
like him.  
90. FRANCIS: Fucking90 
Wade Wilson. Of 
course, I'd wear a 
mask too with a face 
like that. I only wish 
I healed the same. 
Still. We'll put him 
out of our misery. On 
our terms. 
 
ANGEL: Right. And 
when he heals? 
 
FRANCIS: He can't. 
Not if there's nothing 
left of him to heal. 
You know, it's funny. 
I almost missed the 
fucker91. I like a 
challenge. But he's 
bad for business. 
  √             √  D90: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
Fucking is used as an adjective; the 
expression followed by Wade’s name 
in this context shows the speaker’s 
negative emotion to Wade. 
 Motivational factor: aversion 
The expression indicates Francis’ 
hatred towards Wade.  
 Context:  
Francis is going back to his station after 
meeting with Deadpool on the bridge; 
he reports Angel that he already knows 
who the person in red suit is, Wade 
Wilson.  
91. √        √         D91: the fucker 
 Type: abusive swearing 
The fucker is expressed in a serious 
way and in a serious situation. Using 
the name-calling to refer to Wade is an 
insult.  
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Now let's go and find 
him. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
By insulting Wade, Francis releases his 
anger towards Wade.  
 Context:  
Angel is taking care of Francis’ wound 
on his back due to Deadpool’s sword. 
They talk about Deadpool’s cure; 
Francis suddenly changes the topic that 
he is nearly failed in doing the 
radioactive experiment on him. 
92.  DEADPOOL: I'd 
stick that where you 
stuck the Bactine. I 
raided my stash of 
wisdom just to take a 
sec and I orbiting 
fucking92 Saturn right 
now. 
 
(He strokes her chin 
with his hand, which 
looks like a baby's 
hand.) 
 
  √     √          D92: fucking 
 Type: Emphatic swearing  
Fucking here is utilized to modify the 
planet Saturn. Because it is employed 
as an adjectival means, it belongs to 
emphatic swearing.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Deadpool uses the italicized expression 
to add emotional intensity for the 
message.   
 Context:  
Deadpool refuses a brand of painkiller 
because it will make him addicted like 
Al whom is addicted to a drug.   
93. WEASEL: Woo. 
Thanks for having 
my back, guys. 
 
  √             √  D93: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
Fucking here functions in the same way 
as the adjective bad/dangerous on the 
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(He calls Deadpool.) 
 
WEASEL: Wade, we 
have a fucking93 
problem. And by we, 
I mean you. 
problem. Therefore, It is not designed 
to harm, as it is associated with the 
speaker’s evaluation based on feeling.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Weasel reveals his aversion to danger 
caused by Francis and Angel. 
 Context:  
After Francis and Angel looked for 
Wade in the bar, Weasel makes a phone 
call to inform Wade that he is in a 
trouble because the two people are 
seeking him.  
94. DEADPOOL: I can't 
believe I'm doing 
this. Is there a word 
for half afraid, half 
angry? 
 
WEASEL: Yeah, 
afrangry, I guess. Do 
you know what 
you're going to say to 
her? 
 
DEADPOOL: Ugh, 
fuck me94. 
 
     √   √         D94: fuck me. 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
The vulgar expression is expressed due 
to a situation which makes Deadpool 
confused. It is not expressed to insult 
himself, and it is expressed briefly.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool is tensed because he is 
puzzled by a response that he wants to 
give to Vanessa.  
 Context:  
Wade is confused on himself and his 
plan for saying something to Vanessa 
when he is at a bar with a half-naked 
women doing stripping dance.   
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95. (Cut to Deadpool 
washing his face in 
the bathroom.) 
 
DEADPOOL: You 
weak motherfucker95! 
Come on. Come on, 
get it together. This 
isn't about me, this is 
about Vanessa. Here 
we go. Maximum 
effort. 
√        √         D95: You weak motherfucker! 
 Type: abusive swearing 
The vulgar expression is used to denote 
a very unpleasant person, and 
Deadpool uses it to refer to himself.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool swears because his 
frustration drives him to do so. It is to 
say swearing as for letting off the 
steam.  
 Context:  
Deadpool is frustrated because of 
thinking about his relationship with 
Vanessa which is ruined due to his 
disfigured skin.  
96. (Cut to Deadpool 
entering the alley out 
back. He finds his 
old coin purse on the 
ground.) 
 
DEADPOOL: 
Fuck96...  
Motherfucker97! 
     √   √         D96: Fuck… 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
Swearing fuck is used as a response of 
sudden and unwanted situation that 
Deadpool cannot control, i.e. 
Vanessa’s abduction 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Knowing that Vanessa is kidnapped, 
Deadpool is really angry. He alleviates 
his anger by swearing.  
 Context:  
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Vanessa is kidnapped by Francis; 
Deadpool gets angry and throws 
Vanessa’s purse down forcefully, and 
at the same time he swears.  
97.      √   √         D97: Motherfucker! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
Since the incest-themed swear word is 
deployed as an exclamation for 
expressing a misfortune because of 
losing, it belongs to a cathartic 
swearing.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Due to feeling angry, he swears to let 
off his steam.  
 Context:  
Deadpool is very angry when he only 
finds Vanessa’s pursue, but he cannot 
find his girlfriend. He realizes that 
Vanessa is kidnapped.  
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98. (Deadpool is yelling.  
Weasel tries to calm 
him down. Deadpool 
knocks over and 
beats up a dummy.) 
 
DEADPOOL: 
Chocolate! Jimminy! 
Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! 
Fuck! Fuck!98 Whoa! 
Whoa! 
 
     √   √         D98:  Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! 
 Type: cathartic swearing   
Swearing fuck is a cathartic swearing, 
signaled by the existence of 
exclamation, employment of forceful 
emotion, and an unobvious addressee. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpol is really angry, so he needs to 
express his anger to reduce it.  
 Context:  
While Wade is extremely angry, 
Weasel tries to make him relaxed. 
However, Wade is still angry. Thus, he 
keeps swearing. 
99. WEASEL: Relax, 
relax. Okay… I think 
that— 
 
DEADPOOL: Oh, 
I'm gonna rip this 
motherfucking99 –
find that, find it, or 
I’m gonna get angry.  
 
  √             √  D99: motherfucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
Motherfucking performs in an 
adjectival manner for Francis’ name; 
however, Deadpool has not mentioned 
Francis’ name because he is interrupted 
by the sound of a ringing phone.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Deadpool seems trying to show his 
dislike to Francis by modifying his 
name with a taboo expression.   
 Context:  
Deadpool is very angry because his 
girlfriend is used as a bait for catching 
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him. He tries to say about his plan to 
damage Francis, yet he changes it into 
find Vanessa.  
100 DEADPOOL: What 
is that? 
 
WEASEL: That’s the 
shit100 emoji. It’s the 
turd with the smiling 
face and the eyes. I 
thought it was 
chocolate yogurt for 
so long.  
 
DEADPOOL: I need 
guns. 
  √           √    D100: shit  
 Type: dysphemistic swearing 
The intention of using shit is to show 
what the sign stands for, i.e. feces. 
However, the expression is less neutral 
in term of sense so that the expression 
sounds ruder than feces.  
 Motivational factor: part of personality 
Weasel’s reason for employing shit is 
purely an explanation for the emoji 
because shit stands for feces, and it is 
what he means. Although Weasel can 
say the normal expression for feces 
such as stool, dung, poop, or 
excrement, he chooses to employ shit 
which is coarser than those synonyms. 
Therefore, this simply indicates 
Weasel’s way of talking. 
 Context:  
Wade does not understand a smiling 
brown excrement emoji sent by 
Francis. Wade, thus, asks Weasel the 
meaning of the emoji.  
101 AL: I was gonna 
spend the night 
  √     √          D101: fuck 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
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assembling the 
Volgie, but this is 
holding my interest. 
 
DEADPOOL: I told 
you, we're going with 
the Oordvash, not the 
Bjorsha, get it 
through your head or 
get outta fuck101 
town! 
 
AL: Shit!102 That's all 
the pieces in the 
house. 
Fuck helps the speaker to express his 
strong emotion without addressing an 
insult to the addressee. The copulation-
themed swear word here signals a high 
degree of immediateness. 
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
The meaning of the command with or 
without fuck remains the same, but the 
addition makes Deadpool’s intention 
stronger.   
 Context:  
Al holds the gun carelessly, as she 
directs the gun to Weasel and 
Deadpool. Due to being annoyed, 
Deadpool scolds Al and cries to Al to 
get away.  
102      √          √  D102: shit 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
Shit is used as a sudden cry as a result 
of Deadpool’s utterance which shocks 
Al.  
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Psychological release is Al’s motive, as 
she wants to neutralize her emotion 
after shock.  
 Context:  
Since Al is older than Deadpool, 
Deadpool shows impolite manner 
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towards Al. Hearing Deadpool swear, 
Al is somewhat shocked.  
103 (She pulls her pant 
leg up to reveal a 
gun.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Ugh, 
down, down, down. 
 
AL: Fuck you103. 
 
WEASEL: Five cal. I 
like it. Wade. I'd go 
with you, but, I don't 
wanna. 
√        √         D103: fuck you. 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Fuck you is addressed to Deadpool to 
harm him verbally. 
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release  
Al is angry because she has to give her 
all weapons to Deadpool. To normalize 
her emotion, she deploys the 
expression.  
 Context:  
Deadpool wants Al to open her skirt 
under which she hides her firearm. This 
request upset Al, so that she swears, but 
Deadpool is not offended.  
104 (Angel removes the 
gag.) 
 
VANESSA: Thanks, 
dickless104. And I 
mean you. 
 
FRANCIS: Well. 
You're a talker too? 
You and Wade. 
√              √   D104: dickless 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Francis is a man who biologically has a 
penis. Calling him that way is therefore 
insulting.   
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
Shock is Vanessa’s motive because 
Vanesa wants to draw attention from 
Francis.  
 Context:  
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Vanessa is taken by Francis to a harbor. 
Seeing Vanessa wanting to speak, 
Francis requests Angel to remove 
plaster covering her mouth. 
105 VANESSA: I’ve 
been trying to tell 
you assholes105 you 
got the wrong girl. 
My boyfriend, he’s 
dead.  
 
FRANCIS: See, I 
thought that, too. But 
he keeps on coming 
back. Like a 
cockroach, but 
uglier.  
√        √         D105: assholes 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Comparing Francis with anus in this 
serious situation disparages or 
disrespects Francis.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Vanessa is irritated with Francis’ action 
to her. To relieve his irritation, she 
insults Francis.  
 Context:  
Vanessa thinks that kidnapping her is 
useless if she is made as a bait since as 
she knows, Wade is already dead.  
106 (Deadpool runs up to 
knock on the door, 
but Negasonic opens 
it before he can.) 
 
DEADPOOL: 
Ripley! From Alien 
3! 
 
NEGASONIC: 
Fuck106, you're old. 
 √        √        D106: fuck 
 Type: humorous swearing  
Negasonic expresses fuck with a smile 
and without angry facial expression or 
a high tone.  How she swear likely 
intends to create a joke as a response 
for Deadpool’s humor. 
 Motivational factor: intimacy 
Swearing the forbidden expression 
shows Negasonic’s friendliness 
towards Deadpool, considering 
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DEADPOOL: Ha! 
Fake laugh, hiding 
real pain. Go get 
silver balls. 
expressing a private word is restricted 
to members of a group. 
 Context:  
Deadpool makes a joke as a greeting by 
calling Negasonic with Ripley, a 
fictional character in Alien 3 movie. 
Responding to the joke, Negasonic 
swears using fuck.  
107 DOPINDER: Who 
brought this twinkly 
man? 
 
DEADPOOL: 
Twinkly, but deadly. 
My chrome-
penised107 friend back 
there has agreed to 
do me this solid. In 
exchange, I told him 
I would consider 
joining his boy band. 
 
COLOSSUS: It's not 
boy band. 
 √          √      D107: my chrome-penised friend 
 Type: humorous swearing  
Giving Colossus that name is 
Deadpool’s way to create a comic 
effect.  
 Motivational factor: intimacy   
Deadpool wants to show their close 
social relation by teasing his friend, 
Colossus. 
 Context:  
Deadpool rents Dopinder’s taxi with 
Negasonic and Colossus in the back. 
Since Dopinder does not know whom 
the passengers are, Deadpool tells that 
the twinkly man in the back is 
Colossus.  
108 DOPINDER: Knock 
'em dead, pool boy! 
 
DEADPOOL: Time 
to make the chimi-
  √     √          D108: the chimi-fucking-changas 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
Fucking is used in the same way as an 
adjective to show Deadpool’s feeling 
of excitement to beat Francis.  
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fucking-changas108. 
Not often a dude 
ruins your face, wall 
stomps your sanity, 
grabs your future 
baby-momma, and 
personally sees to 
four of your five 
shittiest109 moments. 
Let's just say, it's 
beginning to look a 
lot like Christmas. 
 
 
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Deadpool deploys the expression 
because he wants to stresses his 
positive emotion, i.e. excitement to his 
declaration. 
 Context:  
Deadpool, Negasonic, and Colossus 
are coming out from the cab. Deadpool 
is ready for beat Francis by saying the 
italicized expression.  
109   √             √  D109: shittiest  
 Type: emphatic swearing 
Shittiest is performed to substitute the 
superlative form of bad which is worst. 
In other words, it is used as a modifier 
explaining moment.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Deadpool tries to how he dislikes the 
moments by exchanging worst into 
shittiest. 
 Context:  
After going out from the cab, Deadpool 
stands in front of a ruined mother ship. 
He, then, mentions Francis’ actions, 
which he considers to be worst to 
himself, to the audience of the movie.  
110 (The trio approaches 
the large platform.) 
 
     √   √         D110: Goddammit! 
 Type: cathartic swearing 
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NEGASONIC: 
Where’s your duffel 
bag? 
 
DEADPOOL: 
Goddammit!110 We’ll 
do this the old-
fashioned way. With 
two swords… And 
maximum effort. Cue 
the music. 
Goddammit characterized by a brief 
expression, expressed in an emotional 
condition, and followed by an 
exclamation mark is an indication of 
cathartic swearing.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release  
Deadpool swears goddammit to release 
his anger due to the situation he cannot 
handle. 
 Context:  
Negasonic wonders where Deadpool’s 
bag of guns is. Realizing that he left the 
bag in Dopinder’s cab, Deadpool is 
annoyed.  
111 FRANCIS: Wade 
Wilson! What's my 
name? 
 
DEADPOOL: Ooh, 
I'mma fucking111 
spell it out for you. 
 
FRANCIS: Go get 
some. 
  √     √          D111: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Instead of saying going, Deadpool uses 
fucking as a substitution. It is, thus, 
performed like an auxiliary which 
gives grammatical information to spell. 
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
Deadpool inserts fucking in his 
response to intensify his conviction to 
spell Francis’ name. 
 Context:  
Seeing Deadpool comes to his domain, 
Francis asks Deadpool his name 
loudly.  Deadpool answers the question 
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softly by saying that he will tell 
Francis’ name.   
112 (The men with guns 
start shooting. 
Negasonic and 
Deadpool hide 
behind cover. 
Colossus gets back 
up and throws a giant 
tire, hitting some of 
the men.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Finish 
fucking112 her the 
fuck113 up! 
 
COLOSSUS: 
Language, please! 
    √         √    D112: fucking…up 
 Type: idiomatic swearing 
The italicized expression is sort of 
idiom used to swear and to refer to 
bring harm to someone.  
 Motivational factor: part of personality 
Deadpool employs the idiom purely to 
describe his order to defeat Angel. 
However, instead of saying beating, 
hitting, hammering, or defeating, 
Deadpool articulates the sex-themed 
swear word. Such use represents 
Deadpool’s habit in using language. 
 Context:  
While Deadpool and Negasonic are 
sheltering behind a broken car from 
Francis’ men whom are firing at them, 
Deadpool commands Colossus to beat 
Angel. 
113   √     √          D113 the fuck 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
The fuck is used as an insertion in 
Deadpool’s command to show 
Deadpool’s feeling of urge.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
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Deadpool wants to make his order 
more noticeable by swearing.  
 Context:  
Deadpool requests Colossus to defeat 
Angel, one of Francis’ mutant friend.  
114 COLOSSUS: 
Language, please! 
 
DEADPOOL: Suck a 
cock115! 
 
(Colossus and Angel 
start fighting.) 
 
DEADPOOL: Look 
away, child. Look 
away! 
√              √   D114: Suck a cock! 
 Type: abusive swearing 
Deadpool employs the expression to 
derogate Colossus, as it is sort of a 
homophobic insult considering the 
meaning of the expression is an 
unfriendly suggestion for sucking a 
penis while Colossus himself is a man.  
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
Disobeying Colossus’ polite request 
and keeping using a swear word is a 
way to shock Colossus.  
 Context:  
Colossus considers Deadpool’s request 
to beat the women with an impolite 
expression. Thus, Deadpool is 
reminded to be polite in using 
language. However, he rejects 
Colossus’ request, and replies his 
friend’s polite request with a swear 
word again.  
115 DEADPOOL: Wait! 
Wait! 
 
 √     √           D115: shit-speckled Muppet fart 
 Type: humorous swearing  
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ARMY: Cease fire! 
Cease fire! 
 
DEADPOOL: Fellas, 
hey, you only work 
for shit-speckled 
Muppet fart115. So, 
I’mma give you a 
chance for y’all to 
lay down your 
firearms in exchange 
for preferential, 
bordering on gentle, 
possibly… even 
lover-like treatment.  
The name-calling is mainly intended to 
distract the army from shooting 
Deadpool and Negasonic, as well as to 
make the situation less strain by calling 
Francis with the name. 
 Motivational factor: story-telling  
Deadpool makes a funny story about 
the men’s boss by making fun of the 
boss to distract their attention.  
 Context:  
Deadpool tries to stop the army for 
shooting him and Negasonic by waving 
his white underwear.  
116 (He puts his swords 
away.) 
 
DEADPOOL: What 
the hell!116 Come 
here you. 
 
(He head butts Bob, 
knocking him out.) 
     √          √  D116: What the hell!   
 Type: cathartic swearing  
Deadpool employs an expletive due to 
sudden situation. 
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Deadpool swears because he is 
astonished by the presence of his friend 
in the fight.  
 Context:  
Deadpool just realizes that one of 
Francis’ men is his friend. Deadpool 
who initially directs his swords to the 
man, then, put them back to his back 
when he expresses an expletive. 
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117 (He approaches 
Francis, who has 
Vanessa in the 
oxygen deprivation 
machine.) 
 
DEADPOOL: 
Motherfucker117 
should have worn his 
brown pants. You're 
right, beautiful! Red 
really is my color. 
√        √         D117: motherfucker 
 Type: abusive swearing   
Swearing the incest-themed swear 
word as a pronoun is addressed to 
Francis as an insult. It is abusive 
because the expression refers to an 
unpleasant man.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release  
Deadpool is angry seeing Vanessa 
placed in a tube, swearing 
motherfucker is for expressing his rage 
at Francis. 
 Context:  
Deadpool finally meets Francis due to 
Negasonic’s help to reach the surface 
of the mothership. On the broken 
aircraft carrier, Deadpool sees his 
girlfriend, Vanessa is caged inside a 
glass box.  
118 VANESSA: Wade? 
 
DEADPOOL: Don't 
worry, baby. I'm 
gonna get you out of 
that shitbox118. 
  √             √  D118: shitbox 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
Shit- is used to as an additional 
information for the box according to 
the speaker’s personal evaluation 
towards the box. Thus, it performs as 
an additional information to the box.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
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Deadpool tries to show his dislike to 
the box which holds Vanessa.  
 Context:  
Vanessa is tied inside a box, and she 
cannot breathe since Francis pomps the 
oxygen out. Seeing Vanessa suffering, 
Wade commits Vanessa to take her out 
from the glass box.  
119 DEADPOOL: Oh, 
you never left.  
 
VANESSA: But you 
did, asshole190! 
 
FRANCIS: Ah, take 
a deep breath darling. 
Oh wait, wrong 
choice of words. 
√              √   D119: asshole 
 Type: abusive swearing  
Vanessa insults Deadpool with 
asshole. Asshole is offensive because it 
compares anus, an organ through 
which feces passing with Deadpool as 
the addressee of the name-calling.  
 Motivational factor: a way to shock 
Vanessa tries to get his boyfriend’s 
attention by calling his boyfriend 
asshole. Such name-calling is not 
normal to be addressed to a lover, 
resulting a shock value to the 
addressee. Thus, a way to shock is 
Vanessa’s motive for swearing to draw 
Deadpool’s attention.  
 Context:  
Deadpool is speaking to Francis that 
Francis never left. Listening to their 
conversation, Vanessa tries to get 
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involved in the conversation by 
interrupting the conversation.  
120 (Deadpool is 
communicating with 
Vanessa by using a 
sign language for 
love and making 
love.) 
 
VANESSA: 
Asshole!120 
√        √         D120: Asshole! 
 Type: abusive swearing  
Calling Deadpool with the name is 
disparaging him.  
 Motivational factor:  anger/tension-
release 
Vanessa feels annoyed because it is not 
an appropriate time for talking about 
sex.  
 Context:  
After seeing Vanessa stubbing Francis 
for saving him, Deadpool makes a sign 
language for love and sex as soon as he 
falls down near him. Vanessa 
accordingly feels annoyed with the 
signs.  
121 DEADPOOL: I got a 
plan. You’re not 
gonna like it.  
 
VANESSA: Shit, 
shit, shit!121 
     √       √     D121:  Shit, shit, shit! 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
Bad condition provokes Vanessa to 
swear, but the swearword is only used 
to express her personal emotion, not to 
hurt anyone. 
 Motivational factor: vulnerability 
Swearing shit for three times is a 
mechanism to express her fear of 
danger. 
 Context:  
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Vanessa which is inside the cube is 
going to fall from the mothership. This 
situation makes she feel extremely 
frightened.  
122 DEADPOOL: Damn 
it122! Maximum 
effort! 
 
(He flings the 
machine with 
Vanessa inside it out 
of the way of the 
platform, as the 
platform falls down 
completely.) 
     √          √  D122: Damn it! 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
Damn it! is an exclamation expressed 
as a result of a bad condition which he 
tries to control.  
 Motivational factor: pain  
Deadpool swears as a reaction to pain 
which he holds in order to be able to 
pull the tube away from the 
mothership. 
 Context:  
Deadpool is trying to save Vanessa by 
pulling away the tube in which Vanessa 
is placed. Since the cube is heavy, he 
swears an interjection, Damn it!  
123 DEADPOOL: There 
are no words... Me 
and you... Are 
headed to fix this 
butter face. 
 
FRANCIS: What? 
You stupid fucking 
idiot123. Did you 
√        √         D123: stupid fucking idiot 
 Type: abusive swearing  
The name-calling disparages Deadpool 
as the addressee because it shows the 
negative qualities of the addressee.  
 Motivational factor: anger/tension-
release 
Deadpool’s innocence on the cure 
makes Francis annoyed. Francis then 
relieve his annoyance through insult.  
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really think there was 
a cure for that? 
 
DEADPOOL: What? 
 Context:  
Deadpool beats Francis until Francis 
bleeds. Deadpool orders Francis to fix 
his face; however, instead of 
committing to fix Deadpool’s face, 
Francis insults him.  
124 DEADPOOL: Any 
last words? 
 
FRANCIS: What's 
my name? 
 
DEADPOOL: Who 
fucking124 cares? 
 
  √     √          D124: fucking 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Fucking is employed to modify or 
particularly stress the verb cares. 
 Motivational factor: emphasis  
Deadpool intensifies the point of the 
question by inserting fucking. 
 Context:  
Deadpool is about to kill Francis by a 
gun. Thus, he asks whether or not 
Francis has last words. On the other 
hand, not answering Deadpool, Francis 
asks him back.  
125 COLOSSUS: Why? 
 
DEADPOOL: You 
were droning on! 
Sure, I may be stuck 
looking like 
pepperoni flatbread, 
but at least 
fuckface125 won't heal 
from that. If wearing 
  √             √  D125: fuckface 
 Type: emphatic swearing  
Fuck defines what the face is like, so it 
performs like fucking Y to say his 
horrible look face.  
 Motivational factor: aversion 
Deadpool hates his face, and is 
frustrated because his face cannot be 
fixed.  
 Context:  
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superhero tights 
means sparing 
psychopaths, then 
maybe I wasn't meant 
to wear 'em. Not 
everyone monitors a 
hall like you. 
Colossus asks the reason for still 
shooting Francis. Deadpool answers 
that although his face cannot be healed, 
he can still take a revenge.   
126 COLOSSUS: Just 
promise - 
 
DEADPOOL: Yeah, 
yeah, I'll be on the 
lookout for the next 
four moments. Now, 
if you'll excuse me, 
I'm just a boy about 
to stand in front of a 
girl. And tell her... 
What the fuck126 am I 
going to tell her? 
 
COLOSSUS: Well, 
yeah, you better 
figure it out. 
  √     √          D126: the fuck 
 Type: emphatic swearing 
The fuck is used to modify the intention 
to tell Vanessa. Besides, it is deployed 
to show his negative attitude due to 
frustration.  
 Motivational factor: emphasis 
The fuck functions as an emphasizer for 
the intention of the utterance. 
 Context:  
Deadpool interrupts Colossus when 
Colossus wants him to promise. 
Deadpool commits that he will 
consider to be a good hero. Besides, he 
also asks Colossus for an opinion.  
127 NEGASONIC: 
You’re cool.  
 
DEADPOOL: What 
in the ass128! That 
     √          √  D127: What in the ass! 
 Type: cathartic swearing  
The sudden situation makes Deadpool 
swear with short and emotional 
expression, What in the ass! 
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was not mean! I'm 
proud of you. 
 Motivational factor: surprise 
Deadpool is astonished, and to vent his 
tensed emotion, he exclaims.  
 Context:  
After Negasonic praises Deadpool, 
Deadpool is astonished because 
Negasonic never praises him before.  
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